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I ABSTRACT

I Providing accurate neutron dosimetry for a variety of neutron spectra is a
energy

formidable task for any dosimetry system. Unless something is known about the neutron
spectrum prior to processing the dosimeter, the calculated dose may vary greatly from that

I actually encountered; that is until now. The entrance of bubble detector technology into thefield of neutron dosimetry has eliminated the necessity of having an a priori knowledge of the
neutron energy spectra. Recently, a new approach in measuring personnel neutron dose

I equivalent was developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. By using bubble detectors incombination with current thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) as a Combination Personnel
Neutron Dosimeter (CPND), not only is it possible to provide accurate dose equivalent

I results, but a simple four-interval neutron energy spectrum is obtained as weil. Thecomponents of the CPND are a Harshaw albedo TLD (two TLD-600/700 pairs one covered
by cadmium, the other by ABS plastic) and two bubble detectors with theoretical energy

I thresholds of 100 keV and 1500 keV (BD-100R and BDS-1500 from Bubble TechnologyIndustries, Canada).

i The original CPND methodology has been modified with the goal of improving thespectrometric capabilities and the resulting dosimetric accuracy. The foci of the modification
were

I 1. refinement of the BD-100R and BDS-1500 response functions,2. reevaluation of the TLD-600 thermal neutron sensitivity,
3. redefinition of the energy intervals for which the neutron spectrum is described, and

i 4. introduction of a matrix algorithm for neutron spectrum deconvolution and dosimetricdetermination.

The effectiveness of the modifications was assessed by reevaluating the original raw data from

I a series of radioisotopic source and in situ measurements and comparing them with theoriginal CPND results.

i The results of the modified CPND demonstrate significant improvements in thespectrometric and dosimetric accuracy, relative to the original CPND characterization. This
is evidenced by an overall increase in dosimetric accuracy of 2% for the in situ and 28% for

i the radioisotopic measurements. Individually, the modified version outperformed the originalin eight of the ten measurements, while of the remaining two, one was the same and for the
other the original results were better by 2%. The final neutron dose equivalent results were
within 11% of the reference values for the five/n situ spectra and within 2% of the reference

I for the radioisotopic source spectra.
values

Presented are

I 1. a synoptic history surrounding emergence of bubbJe detector technology,
2. a brief overv_ew of the current theory on mechanisms of interaction,

i 3. the data and analysis process involved in refining the response functions,4. performance evaluation of the original CPND and a reevaluation of the same data under
the modified method as presented in this work,

!
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5. the procedure used to determine the reference values of component fluence and dose U
equivalent for field assessments,

6. analysis of the after-modification results, mm

7. a critique of some currently held assumptions, offering some alternative explanations, and l
8. my personal thoughts concerning potential applications and directions for future research.

Also provided in an appendix is a technical note detailing the organic nexus between the I
response characteristics of a neutron dosimeter, the fluence-to-dose equivalent factor, and the U
neutron spectrum being measured, which includes several radioisotopic sc,urce sensitivities and
calibration factors calculated for the BD-100R and TLD-600. m

l
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I 1. INTRODUCTION

I A proposed increase in neutron quality factor and reduction of the annual dose equivalentlimits for radiation workers; harbingers ind:_.ed!Amidst the already numerous difficulties
associated with performing neutron dosimetry these magnify the need to increase the

I accuracy and precision of our methods.

I 1.1 NECF.SS1TY OF ACCURATE NP.-q.JTRONDOSIME'TRY
We are at a critical juncture in Department of Energy (DOE) history. With the recent

I growth of activities aimed at ensuring the adherence of facilities utilizing nuclear gradematerial to the stringent guidelines required by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Nuclear Regulatory

i Commission (NRC) and DOE, the current prospect of increasing the neutron quality factor,DOE's ongoing investigation into the plausibility of decreasing the annual dose equivalent
limits, and emphasis on maintaining personnel exposures as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA), never has there existed a greater necessity to "monitor to the max." These

I winds of necessitate reform of know it. We willprevailing change a major dosimetry as we

be required to run harder than before to stay in the same place.

I Until recently, organizations would have been hard pressed to find affordable neutron
an

monitoring system capable of surmounting the inherent difficulties associated with routine
neutron dosimetry in multiple spectral environments, not to mention these rigid demands

I lurking on the horizon. The exigency of the situation necessitates a serious look at thecurrent status of neutron dosimetry.

I 1.2 INHERENT DIFFICULTIES ASS_TED WITH NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

I Performing good personnel neutron dosimetry, with the c_arrent technology, requires1. an in-depth understanding of the energy response characteristics of the dosimeter
utilized,

I 2. fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion methodologies,3. a cognizance of the calibration procedure and sources used,
4. an a priori knowledge of the neutron spectrum in the areas monitored, and

I 5. the calibration factors required to correct for variations in the field including differencesbetween field and calibration spectra.

The perfect routine neutron dosimeter would provide an accurate assessment of the dose

I equivalent received by the individual being monitored without the application of correctionfactors.

I To my knowledge, all current personnel neutron dosimetry systems are dependent uponsome knowledge of the neutron energy spectra prior to assessment of the neutron dose
equivalent. Whether it be from Bonner multi-sphere (BMS) measurements or 9-to-3 inch

I ratios, unless something is known about the neutron spectrum prior to processing the

1
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dosimeter, the calculated neutron dose equivalent (H,) could vary greatly from that actually m

encountered. That is until now! i

The recent introduction of bubble detector technology has made navigable waters
previously uncharted in the history of neutron dosimetry. It is now possible to provide an i
accurate measurement of neutron working environments without an a priori knowledge of g

the neutron spectrum. This is attainable through the use of the Combination Personnel
Neutron Dosimeter (CPND). The CPND measures neutron fluence (a real quantity) and I
reports it by virtue of a simple four-interval spectrum. This fluence measurement is the basis II
for determining the neutron dose equivalent.

I
1.3 REPORT STRUCTURE

i

The dissertation of Liu stated that "... the CPND was designed to be superior to present i
neutron dosimeters in that it will have crude neutron spectrometric capability..." (Liu 1989).
After an in-depth and critical analysis of the work surrounding development and evaluation II
of the CPND, it was believed that (with some refinement) the demonstrated performance n
of the CPND to measure neutron dose equivalent for a variety of neutron spectra (both

radioisotopic and in situ) could be made even better, i
II

The remaining parts of Sect. 1 address the foundational work upon which bubble detector
technology was erected. This includes the current status of the technology, a thumbnail m
sketch of the currently held beliefs on the mechanisms involved in bubble formation, and i
an introductory description of the CPND.

gw

Section 2 describes the features of the CPND that were modified and the reasoning m
behind them. These include i

1. refinement of the BD-100R and BDS-1500 response functions, mm

2. reevaluation of the thermal neutron sensitivity of TLD-600 (because the use of albedo U
TLD is prolific and information is available in abundant measure, little supporting

im

information is provided), n

3. redefinition of the energy intervals (EI) used to describe the spectra, i
4. development of a spectrum deconvolution matrix algorithm, and
5. the final neutron dose equivalent determination. i

The effectiveness of these modifications in enhancing the spectrometric capabilities and i
in improving the overall neutron dose equivalent accuracy was assessed by comparing the
original raw data processed according to the modified methodology to the original results i
and to reference dosimetry. A condensed version of the original results (as well as a i

presentation and analysis of the results after modification) are described in Sect. 3. The
redefinition of the energy intervals (EI) required that reference dosimetry be redetermined i
to correspond with the newly defined EIs. The method and redefined reference dosimetry m
are included in this section.

i
!
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A more theoretical direction is taken in Sect. 4 where some currently held beliefs

I the bubble detector addressed. A and alternativesurrounding critiqueare some explanations
about

i 1. useable lifetime,2. observed response variations,
3. temperature affects,
4. bubble growth,

I 5. bubble memory,
6. incompressible bubbles, and

I 7. theory of operation are provided.Section 5 takes a look at some suggested research and potential applications of bubble
detector technology for

I 1. extremity dosimetry,
2. accident level dosimetry,
3. a do-it-yourself bubble reader for research applications,

I 4. a Combination Area Neutron Spectrometer (CANS), and
5. a different approach to bubble detection, which is currently under development in the

Dosimetry Application Research Group (DOSAR), Alternative Real-time Acoustical

I Processing (ARAP).

A summary statement and closing remarks are presented in Sect. 6.

I Additional knowledge gained from this research is described in the Appendix: "The
Spectral Nexus: Understanding the Relationship Between Response Functions and Neutron

I Spectra. n This addresses1. some of the pitfalls associated with the common practice of describing a neutron
spectrum by the average energy,

I 2. the expected variation in response of the BD-100R and TLD-600 for severalradioisotopic source spectra (based on a folding of the response functions into a
reference spectrum for each source),

I 3. the derived source specific sensitivities, and4. a correction methodology.

I Let us now take a brief look at the emergence of spectral investigation and thecoming-of-age of the bubble detector.

I 1.4 ADVENT OF SPECTRAL INFORMATION: THRESHOLD DETECTORS

i G.S. Hurst recognized in 1956 that knowledge of the neutron spectrum is essential foraccurate tissue dose determination (Hurst et al. 1956). He introduced a method for
measuring the spectrum of fast neutrons utilizing a series of activation foils. By creatively

i combining activations foils of differing energy thresholds and changing the shieldingconfigurations (five detectors total), he was able to deconvolute a crude five-interval
neutron spectrum. This device became appropriately known as the threshold detection unit

i or TDU.

!
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1.5 BUBBLE CHAMBER i

Glasser discovered in 1952 that some liquids become radiosensitive while in a superheated
or metastable state (Glasser 1952). A superheated or metastable state could be obtained by i
lowering the pressure of a chamber containing a liquid below the vapor pressure of that Rg

liquid. Tracks of bubbles are created in the bubble chamber by the incident radiation.
Equilibrium is reestablished within the chamber by applying pressure sufficient enough to i
recompress the gas, transferring it back to the liquid phase. Lowering the applied pressure li
superheats the liquid, rendering it once again sensitive and ready for detection. The
difficulties associated with sustaining a liquid in a superheated state are that the "live time" II
rarely exceeds a few minutes and the bubble chamber detects single events (the tracks of II
a single ion). The_e difficulties have impeded the use of the bubble chamber for neutron
dosimetry or spectroscopy. The theory explaining bubble formation has become know as II
Seitz's thermal spike model, i.e., the vaporization of a superheated liquid by ionizing or l
secondary charged particles (Seitz 1958).

II

1.6 BUBBLE DETECTOR (BD) OR SUPERHEdkTED DROP DE'rECTOR (SDD) U

investigation of "superheated droplets rising in a heated 'host' liquid," Apfel I
With his

continued the study of radiation-induced acoustic cavitation begun by Liberman, Finch,
Hahn, Peacock, West, and Howlet. Apfel discovered that the superheated state of liquid

could be sustained for longer periods by isolating the liquid into droplets (Apfel 1979). i

: Recently, two hybrid neutron detectors that capitalize on the suspension of a superheated
liquid (SHL) in a host medium have emerged. One is the superheated drop detector (SDD) n
of Apfel Enterprises (AE) (SDD is a trademark of Apfel Enterprises, Inc., 25 Science Park, u

New Haven, CT 06511), and the other is the Bubble-damage Detector (BD) of Ing's Bubble
Technology Industries (BTI). Each utilizes its own unique design and detection philosophy, i
Both isolate individual droplets of SHL by dispersing them throughout a holding medium. i

This medium acts to isolate the droplets and to increase the tensile strength properties of
the liquid. The result is a detector composed of many tiny bubble chambers. This isolation i
removes the necessity of recompression after detection of a single event, maintains the lt
droplets in a superheated state nearly indefinitely (when compared to the bubble chamber),
and facilitates the detection of multiple events integrated over time. Although both designs n
employ differing methodologies for isolating the SHL droplets and for quantifying the l
bubbles after formation, in principle, their genesis is traceable to Glasser's bubble chamber,

Seitz's thermal spike model, and cavitation theory. R
m

1.6.1 BTI and Post-Event Detection

The BTI detector is built upon a passive a posteriori concept. The SHL droplets are i
" suspended in a transparent elastic polyacrylamide gel (PAG). Once a droplet is vaporized

the PAG entombs or immobilizes the bubble at the site of formation, enabling it to be m
counted after growing to a visible size. |

!
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The sensitivity of the BD may be controlled by changing the density or number of

I unit volume in the detector. Detectors with neutron thresholdsdroplets differingper energy
have been made possible by manipulating the composition of the SHL and by altering the
medium composition. A typical SHL droplet (prior to vaporization) is approximately 25 _tm

I in diameter. Immediately after vaporization a bubble is approximately 1 to 2 mm and maybe seen by the unaided eye (Liu 1989). A new generation of bubble detectors with droplet
sizes that are significantly smaller than the standard detector, has been manufactured by

I BTI. These Ix-bubble detectors require magnification or a 24-h growing period before theycan be easily read.

I A semiautomatic reader capable of reading both the standard and ix-droplet devices isavailable from BTI. The second generation reader will store the count information along
with the detector number (entered by the operator). It will also report the dose equivalent

I when using the BD-100R (a nearly dose equivalent detector).
1.6.2 Apfel and Active Detection

I An ad hoc approach to bubble detection is taken by AE. Because the microscopic drops
of SHL are suspended in a viscous gel, neutron interactions may be detected by measuring

i (1) the gas volume evolving from the formed bubbles or (2) the number of acoustical soundwaves or "pops" emitted during bubble formation. The first method is used with the
Neutrometer. The Neutrometer resembles a piece of thin glass tubing filled with SHL
mixture. A disc floats on the surface of the SHL mixture. As bubbles are formed, the

I evolved gas displaces the SHL mixture and equivalent
the disc rises in the tube. The dose

may be determined by correlating the position of the disc and the graduated scale on the
side of the device. In the second method, a transducer or microphone is placed in proximity

I of a vial containing the SHL mixture. A small microprocessor records the number of
acoustical "pops" and translates this information into neutron dose equivalent. The
microprocessor can also correct for depletion of the SHL and temperature dependence and

I apply a correction factor to account for differences between the field and the calibrationspectra. Detailed information on the theory and design of both these devices is available in
the open literature (Roy, Apfel, and Lo 1987; Ing and Birnboim 1984).

I
1.7 THEORY OF INTERACTION AND BUBBLE FORMATION

I In order to understand the complex transformation process from incident neutron to
bubble, a knowledge of several different areas of science is required. The physical process

I encompasses the domains of1. nuclear physics (ion production via neutron-nucleus interaction),
2. atomic physics (ionic interaction with matter), and

I 3. fluids and thermodynamics (bubble formation via vaporization) (Roy, Apfel, and Lo1987).

Is it any wonder that no model currently exists which comprehensively predicts bubble

I formation?

!
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The following is a condensed summary of the major components constituting the currently II
accepted explanation for bubble formation, cavitation theory. |
1.7.1 Ion Production

|

The first stage in the process is ion production by a nonionizing neutron. The primary
mechanism responsible for this initial phase is the interaction of the incident neutron with

the nucleus of an atom by means of a simple billiard-ball type elastic scatter. I

The conservation of energy and momentum in the center-of-mass system (COM) defines
the relationship between the energy of a recoil nucleus [ER in the laboratory coordinate I
system (LCS)] and the kinetic energy of the incoming neutron (E, in LCS) and the scatter Ul

angle of the recoil neutron O (COM),

ER- _ (1-_se)_,, (1.7.1)

(1 +A)2 I

where IA = mass of target nucleus divided by neutron mass.

The following association is made between the scattering angle of the recoil neutron 0, in I
the COM, and the scattering angle of the recoil nucleus O, in the LCS: II

|

!
Solving for coso and substituting it into Eq. (1.7.1), Eq. (1.7.2) simplifies to relate the energy m
of the recoil nucleus in terms of its own recoil angle, II

g

4A (cos20) E,. (1.7.3) IER- (1+a)_

From this we see that a distribution of E R from zero, for a slightly grazing encounter (0 = I
90°), to a maximum, in the event of a head-on collision of (0 = 0°), will occur when ali
recoil angles are possible.By defining o(0) as the differential scattering cross section of the lm
neutron in the COM and os as the total scatter cross section integrated over ali angles, the I
probability of a recoil ion of energy ER(P(ER)) can be calculated by,

!
!
|
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l P(E,)--(I+A)2x o(e)x _ (1.7.4)

A o,

I (Knoll 1979). Eq. (1.7.4) expected distribution of the energy continuum of
shows that the

the recoil ion will mimic that of the o(O). The shape of the o(0) will favor forward
scattering for most nuclei.

I 1.7.2 Energy Transfer

I After the energy is transferred to a recoil nucleus, the charged nucleus deposits its
energy

by interaction with electrons and other nuclei via ionization and excitation.

I 1.73 Bubble Formation

According to Seitz's thermal spike model, ionization and excitation along the charged

I particle track induces heat which causes the SHL to vaporize or nucleate (Seitz 1958). Apfeloffers an explanation for this nucleation or bubble formation known as cavitation or
nucleation theory that incorporates Seitz's "thermal spike" model. (Apfel 1979; Apfel 1987).

I According to Roy (Roy, Apfel, and Lo 1987), once a bubble of radius r is formed, it will
continue to exist in a stable state as long as the pressure within the bubble remains equal
to the pressure exerted on the bubble from without. This was described by him as the

I effective surface pressure,

I 2y(T) (1.7.5)
r

I This equation may be rewritten in terms of the pressure differences Ap within and without

i the bubble,

.,,e = P,,Crj- .Po= 2v( 0.7.6)
I 'r c

I where Pr(T) is the vapor pressure within the droplet at temperature T, and -f(T) is thesurface tension of the liquid at temperature T. Solving Eq. (1.7.6) for rcwe obtain,

i 2¥(T) (1.7.7)rc= AP "

I This equation indicates that if a bubble grows to a size where its radius is as large as or
exceeds rc, the bubble becomes thermodynamically unstable and it will continue to grow by

!
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consuming or boiling the entire SHL droplet. Thus rc is defined as the critical radius. mim

According to Seitz, the minimum energy required to form a bubble of rc is provided by i
charged recoil particles from neutron interactions (Seitz 1958). Restated, the critical radius

am

is the point at which the growing bubble becomes thermodynamically unstable, and it
overcomes the surface tension of the liquid, the effective atmospheric pressure, and the i
surface tension 0,fthe holding medium. At this point it boils violently and emits an acoustical i

shockwave or acx)usticpressure pulse (Roy, Apfel, and Lo 1987). This bubble will continue
to grow until equilibrium is reestablished between the vapor pressure within the newly i
formed bubble, Pr(T), and the external pressure, Po- D

The energy required to form a spherical bubble of radius r is described by the free energy m
equations for surface free energy, vaporization and expansion (Roy, Apfel, and Lo 1987). II

1.8 COMBINATION PERSONNEL NEUTRON DOSIMETER (CPND) I

In 1989, C. J. Liu, led by information gathered from a review of current methods for a
neutron dosimetry, developed the Combination Personnel Neutron Dosimeter (CPND) at n
Oak Ridge National Lxboratory (ORNL). The concept of the CPND is very similar to that
employed in the TDU, i.e., the use of multiple detectors with differing thresholds to provide i
a simple neutron spectrum. The difference between the TDU and the CPND is that the I
CPND uses bubble detectors and albedo thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) instead of
activation foils. The BD-100R and BDS-1500, which possess theoretical thresholds of 100 mm

and 1500 keV, and the Harshaw albedo TLD used by Martin Marietta Energy Systems i
(MMES) are the elements of the CPND. The goal of the CPND is to provide an accurate

ew

measure of neutron dose eqaivalent by measuring the neutron spectrum contributing the
dose equivalent. This becomes increasingly desirable considering the current recommended i
change of the neutron quality factor. Since fluence is a real quantity, if the spectrum is m

known, the neutron dose equivalent can be determined by applying the appropriate fluence-
to-dose equivalent conversion factors (h$s).

Ra

!
!
!
!
!
!
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2. IMPROVEMENT AND MODIFICATION
I OF THE CPND

I The Uproof is in the pudding" so to speak, and the CPND has demonstrated its efficiency
by providing an accurate measure of both dose equivalent and neutron spectrum for ten

I neutron fields, five radioisotopic, and five/n situ environments at ORNL. Yet, even thesegood results can be improved by making a few modifications. A description of these
modifications is provided.

I 2.1 INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIFHON OF AREAS TO BE ADDREBSED

I Since the completion of Liu's dissertation, BD research has continued at ORNL as a jointventure with the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC), Naval Research Laboratory
(NRL), United States Naval Academy (USNA), and National Institute of Standards and

I Technology (NIST) with financial support from DOE. The additional information obtainedfrom this collaboration was instrumental in achieving the desired modifications.

I The modifications consisted of1. refining the energy response characteristics of the BD-100R and BDS-1500,
2. a reevaluation of the accepted thermal neutron sensitivity of the TLD-600 elements of

I the CPND,3. redefining the energy intervals, and
4. development of a matrix based spectrum deconvolution algorithm.

!
2..2 REFINEMENT OF THE BD-100R AND BDS-1500 R(E)S

I The failure to establish an efficient method of collecting and maintaining data at the
inception of a project often impedes future development and direction. Prior to this work,

I data collected from the evaluation and testing of bubble dosimeters had been retained bythe individuals performing the various tests. Though the need for an individual to collect
and manage the data was recognized early in the project, for various reasons no one was

I given the responsibility. The decision was made at the January 1990 Bubble DosimeterWorking Group Meeting that the DOSAR group would head up this task. In May of the
same year action began on compiling the data and standardizing a method for data entry and

i retrieval.
DOSAR developed a data base in which the entire contents of the BD research coalition

was amassed. This amalgamation of data constituted the largest single quantity of

I information on BD research to date.

i 2.2.1 Monoenergetic Irradiations
Included in this data were the results from a series of monoenergetic irradiations

i performed at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in England and a similar series of

!
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irradiations conducted at Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) and the NIST reactor in the Bit

United States. Monoenergetic neutrons were obtained via scatter reactions at the Van de i
Graaff accelerators of NPL and PNL and three filtered reactor beams at NIST. The u

accelerator scatter-beams generated neutrons of 0.1, 0.25, 0.565, 1.2, 2.6, 3.2, 5.0, and 14.8
MeV, and the three reactor beams were at 2, 24, and 144 keV. Liu conducted the i
irradiations at PNL (Liu 1989), ar;d Schwartz conducted them at NPL (Schwartz and Hunt i

1990).
II

Because (1) the detectors in both studies were not identical in sensitivity, (2) a constant i
temperature was not maintained for ali the irradiations, and (3) different data recording
methods were used, manipulation of the data was necessary. This was performed to establish li
a correlation between the two individual studies artd to produce a reference point for II
further analysis.

2.22 Normalizing the Data i

The BDs varied in sensitivity from 0.75 to 3.5 bubbles per 0.01 mSv (bu/mrem); therefore, 1
the tube correction coefficient (TCC), defined as the reciprocal of the manufacturers I
sensitivity as found on the detector, was introduced as a means of normalizing the data. This

approach mimics the element correct coefficient method employed for TLDs, i.e., H
I

l
where IR t --- response normalized to 1 bu/0.01 mSv (torero-I),

TCC = tube correction coefficient, 1/(sensitivity on detector, i.e., 0.01 mSv/bu),

RO = initial raw response of the detector (number of bu). H
Thus, the result of each detector was normalized to reflect the anticipated response of a
1 bu per 0.01 mSv detector by multiplying the raw data by its respective TCC. l
2.2.3 Temperature Correction i

Because variations in ambient temperature are known to effect detector response (Ing
and Birnboim 1984) and because a constant temperature was not maintained for ali II

irradiations, initial temperature corrections were assumed based on the proportional
relationship between temperature, volume, and pressure (i.e., PV = kT). According to i
Eqs. (1.7.1) and (1.7.2), the related effect on the superheatedness of the SHL and therefore g

the rc is given by

R -(rdr,),R, . (222) I

!
where

!
!
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R c = response after temperature correction,

I = 20°C,To
"le = temperature in _C at time of exposure,
R t = initial response normalized to 1 bu per 0.01 roSy.

I The R(E)s for the BD-100R and BDS-1500 were derived from curve fits to thesenormalized data.

I Because the detector sensitivities BTI, in bubbles mSv, basedprovided by per were on

calibration to the 239puBe source at Chalk River (Ing 1991), these derived R(E)s were
normalized to yield a response of 1 bu per 0.01 mSv when exposed to a 239puBespectrum.

I In essence, this R(E) is taken to be the true representation of a 1 bu 0.01 mSv, 20°C,
per

239puBecalibrated BTI detector. The normalized data and the R(E)s are shown in Fig. 2.2.1.

I 2.3 REEVALUATION OF THE TI2)-600 THE,RMAL NEUTRON SENSITIVITY

I There are several factors which affect the response of a TLD-600 albedo-based dosimeter.Some of the pertinent considerations include

!. the distance from the detector to the phantom or body,

I 2;. the number, thickness, and dopants in the crystal,3. the configuration and thickness of the thermal neutron absorbing filters [typically,
cadmium (Cd) or boron (l°B)],

I 4. the heating methodology and profile employed to read the TLD, and5. the encapsulation material (glass, teflon or bare chip), if applicable.

Some of the different heating methodologies are planchet, hot-finger, thermoelectric, laser,

I and hot-gas. Several stages of the heating profile may be altered; pre-heating conditions,heating ramp rate (in degrees pet unit time), the maximum temperature, and the holding
and the anneal times are a few.

I Consequentially, before inferences may be made from one type of configuration or
heating profile to another, these differences should be carefully weighed and appropriate

I assumptions must be drawn.
It is my opinion that Liu made some incorrect assumptions in the previous determination

I of the thermal neutron sensitivity of the Cd-covered TLD-600 chip. These assumptionsaffect the appropriateness and accuracy of the measurements derived by this component of
the CPND and consequently the performance of the CPND itself.

I Liu derived the sensitivities of the TLD-600 elements of the CPND from the
methodology espoused by AlsmiUer (Alsmiller and Barish 1974). As I interpret it, in order

I for Liu to have come to his conclusions regarding the thermal neutron sensitivities of theTLD-600 elements, the following assumptions must have been held, either consciously or
unconsciously. Note: not ali of these points are necessarily disjoint from one other. As I

i interpret them the assumptions are

!
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Fig. 2./.1. The TCC normalized data from monoenergetic irradiations m

and derived response functions, R(E), for the BD-100R and BDS-1500.
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I 1. "the Cd-covered TLD-600 detects only albedo thermal neutrons" (Liu 1989),2. the thermal-albedo of incident neutrons above 0.414 eV is negligible,
3. the response of the Cd-covered TLD-600 is due to the fraction of incident thermal

i neutrons that are reflected, which according to Fig. 2 of Alsmiller is 80%,4. applying a ratio of the relative response at known energies to the relative response at
thermal energies, derived from Fig. 3 of Alsmiller, to the data obtained from

i monoenergetic neutron irradiations, is adequate for determining the thermal neutronsensitivity of the Cd-covered TLD-600, and
5. that dividing the derived thermal neutron sensitivity of the Cd-covered TLD-600 by "the

albedo factor of 0.8 for thermal neutrons" is adequate for determining the thermal

I neutron sensitivity of the covered TLD-600plastic (Liu 1989).

In my opinion, the method employed by Liu to determine the thermal neutron sensitivity

I of the TLD component of the CPND is incorrect. The Alsmiller data referenced by Liu,were derived from a one-dimensional discrete ordinate code using a 30-cm-thick semi-
infinite tissue slab, and not TLD-600. The data in Fig. 2 of Alsmiller and Barish describe

I the "albedo-neutron fluence integrated over the specified energy ranges verses incidentneutron energy for monoenergetic neutrons" (Alsmiller and Barish 1974). Figure 3 depicts
the "relationship between the thermal albedo-neutron fluence and the dose equivalent

I produced in the tissue slab" (Alsmiller and Barish 1974). Liu bases the sensitivity of theC-covered TLD-600 on the ratio of the relative thermal neutron sensitivity to that at higher
energies derived from Fig. 3. In so doing, he failed to recognize the disparity between the

I fraction of incident thermal neutrons which strike the phantom in the Alsmil!er and Barishmodel as compared to the Cd-covered TLD-600 of the CPND. The relative thermal neutron
sensitivity in Fig. 3 assumes that 100% of the incident thermal neutrons strike the slab, and

i that 80% of them are reflected. Although this is true for the Alsmiller model, it is not trueof the Cd-covered TLD-600 in the CPND. The Cd-cover "absorbs 99.5% of the incident
thermal neutrons" (Liu 1989). This alone would suggest that obtaining thermal neutron

I sensitivities for the CPND's Cd-covered TLD-600, by applying ratios derived from Fig. 3,will be in error. And, although the TLD-600 sensitivity to incident neutrons above 0.414 eV
is considerably lower than it is for thermal neutrons, according to Fig. 2 of Alsmiller, 45%
of the incident neutrons from 0.414 eV to 0.1 keV are reflected as thermal neutrons. Liu

I that the Cd-covered TLD-600 detects albedo thermal his
states only neutrons. Thus,
determination of thermal neutron sensitivity of the Cd-cover TLD-600, using ratios derived
from Fig. 3 of Alsmiller, indicates that he also failed to consider the portion of the

I Cd-covered TLD-600 that is attributable to the incident neutrons above 0.414 eV,
response

which are reflected at thermal energies. Consequently, the incident thermal neutron
sensitivity he derived includes the sensitivity to incident neutrons of higher energies as weil.

He These errors suggest that the true sensitivity of the Cd-covered TLD-600 to incident thermal
g neutrons is less than the 14.7 x 10-s mR cm2 stated by Liu.

I Liu then proceeds to determine the thermal neutron sensitivity of the plastic coveredTLD-600 by dividing the Cd-covered sensitivity by the albedo factor of 0.8 obtained from
Fig. 2 of Alsmiller. There are two errors associated with this procedure. First, as stated

I previously, application of the 0.8 albedo factor requires that 100% of the incident thermalneutrons strike the slab in order for 80% to be reflected, and this is not true for the
Cd-covered TLD-600. Second, because the thermal neutron sensitivity of the Cd-covered

!
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TLD-600 was overestimated, the derived thermal sensitivity of the plastic-covered TLD-600 1
would also be an overestimate. Therefore, based oll these statements, I conclude that the 1
actual thermal neutron sensitivities of both TLD-600 elements are lower than those stated

by Liu. These overestimates will promulgate errors in the CPND's spectrometric l1

measurements. Consequently, the derivation of more accurate thermal neutron sensitivities li
should improve the spectrometric accuracy of the CPND.

1

A more desirable method for correctly ascertaining the thermal neutron sensitivity of the 1
TLD-600 elements would be to conduct measurements in a calibrated thermal neutron 1

beam. But since this was not possible, an alternative method was employed. A series of

experiments was conducted exposing the TLDs on phantom and in air to 252Cf(D20) with Iand without the Cd shell on the DEO-filled sphere. The emission of the 252Cf source at the
time of irradiation was determined from the NIST certificate emission on 4/30/87 by

adjusting tbr decay using a half-life of 2.64 years using 1
1

0.693 x t

r_ (2.3.1)

E'=E° xe " I
where

E t - emission on date of interest, 1
E0 = emission on date c_ calibration, 1
t = time, in years, since calibration,
T_r2 = half-life of source, in years. 1

The fluence at 0.5 m (the point of irradiation) was calculated for the irradiation with the 1
Cd shell using

= Ei×t (2.3.2) I
tl)r 41tr 2 ,

where 1
Ei = source emission (sec-1),
t = duration of irradiation (sec), ll

r = distance from centerline of source (cm). 1
Air and room scatter values were calculated using the methodology described _n(Eisenhauer

• et al. 1985). The reduction in the total neutron fluence that occurs by adding the Cd shell 1
is effected by the absorption of neutrons below the Cd cutoff of 0.414 eV, i.e., the 1
absorption of thermal neutrons, and is calculated by (Eisenhauer 1984)

0,0x,,.0. ,,3, I
where ml

Ot = thermal fluence, 1
t_r = total fluence.

Thus, the difference in fluence between the irradiations with and without the Cd shell is 1
assumed to be attributable solely to the thermal neutron fluence. The results are presented 1
in Table 2.3.1. The total fluence, the fluence above 0.414 eV, and the thermal fluence (i.e.,
<0.414 eV) are represented by tl_r,Oca, and Or, respectively. 1

I
1
1
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Table 2.3.1. Fluence distn'bufion for TLD-C_ sensitivity irradiations using zvCfo_

I with and without the Cd shell
Fluence distribution at 0.5 m from the source

I 4_ @Cd Ct
Source

configuration ( >0.025 eV) ( >0.414 eV) ( 0.025--0.414 eV)

I ZSzCfDzo(cd)" 24.94252(-,f a
•---,D2O(.oCd) 28.17 24.94 3.24

I aUnits _--- 10 6 cm -z.
The redetermination of the responses of the TLD-600 elements to thermal neutrons is

built upon the following premises (assuming scatter to be negligible):

I 1. the in-air response when the Cd-shell is on the sphere (A cd) is attributable to incident
epi-Cd neutrons, those above 0.414 eV;

i 2. the in-air response when the Cd-shell is removed from the sphere [defined as A, whichis not the same A of Eqs. (1.7.1), (1.7.3), and (1.7.4)] is attributable to incident thermal
and epi-Cd neutrons (to @tand @Cd);

3. the on-phantom response without the sphere's Cd-shell (Ph) is attributable to incident

I thermal and incident albedo thermal and albedoepi-cd (¢,) neutrons, plus epi-Cd
neutrons; and

4. the on-phantom response when the Cd-sheU is on the sphere (Phcd) is attributable to

I incident epi-Cd (@ca) and albedo epi-Cd neutrons.
The first two assumptions are applied to calculate the TLD-600 sensitivity to incident
thermal neutrons. Subtracting the in-air response with the Cd-shell, Aca, from the in-air

I response shell, A, dividing by fluence, @. provides
without the CA and the thermal the

sensitivity to incident thermal neutrons, i.e., It -- (m - Acd)/@r The last two assumptions
advocate determination of the total thermal neutron sensitivity by subtracting the

on-phantom with the Cd-shell, Phca, from the on-phantom without the
response response

Cd shell, Ph, and dividing by the thermal fluence, i.e., T t = ((Ph - Phca)/@t ). This provides
the sensitivity to both incident and albedo thermal neutrons. The sensitivity to albedo

I thermal neutrons is determined by subtracting the incident thermal neutrons sensitivity, I,from the total thermal neutron sensitivity, Tr, i.e., mlb t = T t - I t. The experimentally
determined TLD-600 responses, in 137CsmR equivalent, are presented in Table 2.3.2, and

I the calculated sensitivities, in mR cm 2, are presented in Table 2.3.3.

Table 2.3.2. TLD-600 response to neutrons in _Cs mR equivalent

I 252CfD20(Cd) ZS2CfD20(no Cd)Source

configuration Ataa PhJ' Aa Pht'

I TLD-600 (Cd)c 192.04 1173.23 242.12 1417.76

TLD-600 (Plastic) c 242.12 1965.96 592.63 1359.96

I y corrected in air response
a

b
y corrected on phantom response.

c 137Cs mR equivalent.

!
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Table 2.3.3. _ sensitivities to neutrons

It" Alb: T: I_,d A_" T_,/ I
TLD-600(Cd)_ 1.55 6.0 7.55 0.77 3.93 4.70 I

TLD-600 (Plastic)s 10.8 7.88 18.68 .97 4.48 5.55 I

° y corrected response to incident thermal neutrons.
b V corrected response to albedo thermal neutrons, n
c v corrected total response to thermal neutrons. U
d

y corrected response to incident neutrons >0.025 eV (epi).
e y corrected albedo response to neutrons >0.025 eV (epi). 1
/_, corrected total response to incident neutrons >0.025 eV (epi). II
g 137Cs mR equivalent (Units = 10"s mR cre:).

lm

2.4 REDF_,FINrHON OF ENERGY INTERVAI_ (Els) I

In principle the CPND operates much like the TDU. Four components (or detectors) n
with differing thresholds and response characteristics are utilized to determine the neutron

U

spectral information. The rationale for subdividing energy range encountered in typical
radiation protection environments (of 0.025 eV to 15 MeV) into four segments or energy n
intervals (EIs) is described. Each of the CPND components is then described in terms of U

its average sensitivity in each El multiplied by the fluence in that El.
lm

2.4.1 Selection of Els I

During the process of redefining the four EIs, the refined R(E)s of the CPND's TLD-600 m
elements and the refined R(E)s of the BD-100R and BDS-1500 were considered. There l
were three primary factors involved in selecting the EIs: (1) the apparent natural break or

drop in sensitivity of the BDS-1500 and BD-100R, (2) the Cd cutoff at 0.414 eV, and (3) m
the points that correspond to the change in the fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion II
factors as defined by the International Commission on Radiological Protection in Publication

21, i.e., ICRP 21 h, (ICRP 1973). The objective was to define the EIs so as to best optimize n
these criteria. The new EIs (thermal, slow, medium, and fast) were redefined as follows: |

thermal = < 0.414 eV,

slow = 0.414 eV - 0.1 MeV, I

medium = 0.1 MeV- 1 MeV, and

fast = 1 MeV- 15 MeV. U

i

For comparison, Liu's Els are given: m

thermal = < 0.414 eV, U

slow = 0.414 eV - 0.15 MeV,
mm

medium = 0.15 MeV- 1.5 MeV, and I

fast = 1.5 MeV- 10 MeV.

!
n
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i For convenience, the fluence in each EI will be defined as the fast fluence (_f), mediumfluence (4_,,), slow fluence (_s) and thermal fluence (4Q, with the summation of these
providing the total fluence (4h-)for the spectrum.

I 2.4.2 EI of CPNDSensitivity Components

The EI sensitivity (S_x) of each component is taken to be the average sensitivity, in

I response unit neutron, of that for that EI. Thus, the of
per component, R(E) each

component may be both visualized as a step function (Fig. 2.4.1) and represented
numerically by the equation

Rr = _ (Sm x *m), (2.4.1)

I gA'= aterma/

I whereR t = total response of the component,
Sm = neutron sensitivity of the component for the El,

I 4_.i = neutron fluence in the EI.
Thus, the total response of the plastic covered TLD-600 is seen to be its Sf multiplied by

i _f, plus its S, multiplied by 4_,,,plus its S_multiplied by 4_, plus its St multiplied by 4_rAnanalogous correspondence exists for the remaining three components. A comparison of Liu's
EIs and sensitivities and the new EIs and sensitivities for each component is provided in

i Tables 2.4.1 and 2.4.2.

2.5 MATRIX ALGORITHM AND SPECTRUM DECONVOLUTION

I Deconvolution of the spectral results is grounded upon the assumption that the fluence
in each EI is uniformly distributed over the EI, i.e., the fluence in the medium EI (0.1 -

I 1 MeV) is uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 1 Mev. This is assumed to be the for
case

each of the EIs: thermal, slow, medium, and fast.

I A comparison between the original stripping method and the new matrix algorithm forspectrometric deconvolution is presented.

I 2.5.1 Stripping Methodology

The original (Liu) methodology utilized simple stripping or subtraction to determine the

I fluences in each EI. An alternative methodology utilizing a four-by-four matrix, or foursimultaneous equations, was developed as part of the modification.

I Liu determined the _f from the BDS-1500 response, assuming the BDS-1500 respondedonly to neutrons above 1.5 MeV. The _mwas then determined by subtracting the BDS-1500
response from the BD-100R assuming a BD-100R threshold of 150 keV.

!
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Table 2.4.1. Original CPND EIs, sensitivities, and h,¢_

I EIs Thermal Slow Medium Fast0.025--0.414 eV 0.414 eV-0.15 MeV 0.15-1.5 MeV 1.5-10 MeV

I Component SensitivitiesBDS-1500 _ - - - 5.0

i BD-100R ° - - 5.1 4.0Plastic-Cdb 18.4 - - -

Albedo b 14.7 5.6 3.8 1.6

I Average h, h, lh h., hf

(10"_°Sv cm2) 0.11 0.45 2.66 4.05

I ° Units = 10-5bu cm2.
b Units = 10-5mR cm2.

|
!

Table 2.4.2. Mtxlifuxl CPND Eh, sensitivities, and h_

I EIs Thermal Slow Medium Fast0.025-0.414 eV 0.414 eV-0.1 MeV 0.1-1 MeV 1-15 MeV

Component Sens_'vities

I BDS-1500 _ - 0.0002 4.5

BD-100R a - 0.02 4.0 3.6

I TLD-600(Cd) b 7.6 20 5.0 1.6

TLD-600/' 18.7 13 6.3 2.5

I Average h, h t h, h m hf

(10"1°Sv cm2) 0.11 0.16 2.5 4.1

I ° Units = 10"sbu cm2.
b Units = 10-5mR cm2.

!
!
1
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Because TLD-600 is sensitive to photons and neutrons, it is necessary to isolate the i
neutron portion of the TLD-600 response. To accomplish this, a TLD-700 element with |
identical Cd or plastic covering is paired with each TLD-600 element. Each of the elements
is calibrated to _37Csphotons. Subtracting the paired TLD-700 response from the TLD-600

corrects for the response to photons from both the radiation field and from the liresponse
photons produced by the n-'t capture reaction of the Cd filter. Assuming that the TLD-700

i

response to neutrons is negligible and that the Cd cover absorbs the thermal neutrons on
that element, it is presumed that the difference in response of the Cd-covered TLD-600 and i
the plastic-covered TLD-600 is simply attributable to the absorption of incident thermal i

neutrons by the Cd cover. Therefore, subtraction of the Cd-covered response from the
plastic-covered response should provide a measure of the incident thermal fluence or '_r 1
Next, 'I',was calculated by subtracting the determined 'bf,'b_,and 'l'tfrom the plastic covered i

TLD-600 response.
i

In contrast, the seemingly absolute thresholds of 150 keV and 1.5 MeV for the BD-100R 1
and BDS-1500, respectively, were neither absolute, i.e., the response below which was
assumed to be negligible, nor representative of the actual threshold in the laboratory. Note li
that the R(E)s of the BTI detectors were originally derived from the theoretical response l
calculated at 20° C. A more in-depth look at temperature related effects will be discussed
in Sect. 4.3. For now let it suffice to state that the empirical measurements of the response B1
to monoenergetic neutrons indicted that actual thresholds of 100 keV and 1 MeV were I
more accurate and that both detectors respond below these thresholds. This cannot be
ignored without adversely effecting the spectral results obtained by the CPND (Sects. 2.2 I1
and 2.4). Because the CPND can be described by four equations (one for each component) |
with four unknowns (the 4>E_),it was felt that a method of deriving the spectral information
by simultaneously solving these equations (thereby utilizing ali the available information) i
would provide results that were more accurate. This was the reason for developing the i
matrix deconvolution algorithm.

i

2.5.2 Definition of Matrix Equations i

The four equations relating the total response of each component to its SEls(Table 2.4.2)
and the unknown fluences [expressed by Eq. (2.4.1)] can be arranged in matrix form as I
follows: Rg

Rrt.o-:,oo18.7xi0-s 13xlO-s 6.3xi0-s2.5xi0-s'_t i
i

Rr_-_o_.. 7.6xi0-s 20x10-s 5xlO-s 1.6xi0-s _ (2_5.1)

RSO_IooR 0 2.0X10-7 4.0X10 -s 3.6X10-s dp,,," 1

RsDS_15oo 0 0 2.0x10 -9 4.5x10 -5 .dp/

!
!
!
!
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i 2.5.3 Matrix Inversion
Inverting the above four-by-four matrix in Eq. (2.5.1), produces a set of new equations

describing the fluence in each EI (0rl) in terms of the normalized responses of the CPND

I These also be in matrix formcomponents. can represented as follows:

_t! 7624.38 -4716.3 -5546.13 2078.04 Rr_-,soo! •
_s! -2763.92 6800.7 -4147.82 2435.74 Rru_.eoe<c.,0 (2.5.2)
4_,1 = 13.82 -34 25021.74 -20012.98 RaD_tooR "

I .4_/J -0.0006 0.0015 -1.11 22223.11 Rn__tsoo

I Once the responses of the CPND components have been normalized, [that is, after
subtracting the gamma component from the TLD-600 response, normalizing the BD results

I by applying a TCC, Eq. (2.2.1), and making appropriate temperature corrections,Eq. (2.2.2)], the normalized responses are substituted into Eq. (2.5.2). The solution of this
matrix produces the measured EI fluences of the spectrum.

!
2.6 DOSE EQUIVALENT CONVERSION

I The next step is to convert the El fluences to dose equivalent. The dose equivalent
produced by neutrons in each E1 (H_I) is calculated by multiplying the El fluences, O_m._.• t,

I by their respective average h,,
Hm= ¢_u x h4,,_• (2.6.1)

I The average h,(EI) is defined as the average value of the h, over the El. The
average is obtained from a In-In interpolation of the ICRP 21 h, values. The calculated

I h,(El)s are listed in Table 2.4.2. The total neutron dose equivalent, HT, is derived
average
from the summation of the HE_Scontributed by each EI,

! 'HT = E HEI = Ht + Hs + H. + Hf. (2.6.2)
F.l=t

!
In light of the volatile environment surrounding neutron dosimetry (i.e., the proposed

I increase in the neutron quality factor, reduction of the annual dose equivalent limits, andthe various dose equivalent reporting conventions employed) this simple spectrum affords
a sure footing upon which to base the neutron dose equivalent. Because fluence is real and

I as such affords the luxury of applying various reporting conventions, as the situation dictates,a solid foundation is laid upon which to build a personnel neutron dosimetry system. We will
now address the spectrometric and neutron dose equivalent performance of the modified

I CPND for the ten irradiation spectra.

I
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3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND L1
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

i
The performance of the modified CPND was assessed by comparison of the spectrometric i

(_m) and dose equivalent results (Hm and Ha-) to reestablished reference dosimetry
(necessitated by the new Els) and the original results. A description of (1) the field and i
source irradiations conditions, (2) the previous performance results of Liu, (3) the l
reassessment of the reference spectra and dosimetric values, and (4) performance

reevaluation are provided. 1

3.1 INTRODUCTION g
The performance of the CPND had previously been tested in five pure and mixed field

radioisotopic neutron spectra andin five in situ neutron spectra at ORNL. The radioisotopic
spectra were obtained from various combinations of 2aSPuBe, polyethylene (PE) moderated i
_2Cf, and D20 moderated _2Cf. The average neutron energies of these sources are 4 MeV, I

0.65 MeV (at 2 m), and 0.55 MeV, respectively. The moderated spectra were obtained by
placing the 252Cf source in the center of a PE sphere and in the center of a D20-filled n
sphere; both spheres were 30-cm in diameter. Five locations at ORNL's Transuranic i

Processing Plant (TRU) and the ttigh Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), which were designed
to provide quantities of transuranium and transcalifornium elements, were selected as sites i
for the/n situ measurements. II

During the/n s/tu measurements a CPND was placed on the front and back of a 40 x 40 i
x 20-cm polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) phantom to approximate a 4n measuring II
geometry. Whenever possible the direction of the radiation source was determined and the
phantom was oriented with the front facing it. For the single-source and mixed-source mn
irradiations, at least three GPNDs were placed on the front face of the phantom, and the l
results were averaged. A more in-depth description of the irradiation procedure is available
in ORNL-6593, The Development, Characterization, and Performance Evaluation of a New i
Combination Type Personnel Dosimeter (Liu 1989). II

3.1.1 Radioisotopic Neutron Sources I
mm

The radioisotopic irradiations were conducted using the neutron sources available at the
Radiation Calibration Laboratory (RADCAL). The five spectra were 2S2Cf(PE); 23SPuBe; i
2S2Cf(D20); a combination of 238PuBeand 252Cf[MIX(2)]; and a combination of 252Cf(PE), i
_2Cf(D20), and 23SPuBe[MIX(3)].

3.1.2 Working Environments i

The CPND was subjected to real-world work environments for which neutrons were
present. The sites selected were the cave area, glove box, waste transfer area, control room, H
and the analytical laboratory located at TRU and HFIR. li

I
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i 3.1.3 Reference Dosimetry
The reference spectra for the in situ and the 252Cf moderated by polyethylene irradiations

i were determined from the unfolding of Bonner multi-sphere spectrometer (BMS)measurements provided by Dr. Ferenc Hajnal of the Environmental Measurements
Laboratory (EML), New York (Liu 1989). During the original measurements two or more
100-s measurements were taken with each of the twelve detectors in the BMS set. The

I position of the BMS set was adjacent to the CPND location for each spectra. The referencespectra for the other radioisotopic irradiations were taken from emission spectra available
in the open literature [for 23SPuBe(Block et al. 1967) and for 252Cf(D20) (IAEA 1985)].

i The original reference values, HEf,for both the radioisotopic and the in situ irradiations areprovided Sect. 3.3.

I 3.2 PREVIOUS PERFORMANCE

I The previous CPND results (both dose equivalent and spectrometric for the in situ andthe radioisotopic categories) are compared to the derived reference values of total neutron
dose equivalent and spectrum accuracy. The individual and overall dose equivalent

performance is evaluated according to the conventionally accepted methodology currentlyutilized by the DOE Laboratory Accreditation Program (DOELAP) as outlined in the
Department of Energy Standard For The Performance Testing of Personnel Dosimetry Systems,

i DOE/EH-O027 (DOE 1986). The performance index,
p_ _ [(measured) - (reference)] (3.2.1)

I (reference) '

I was calculated for each individual measurement, and the bias,
B = _1_ e,, (3.2.2)

tl i-I

I
I standard deviation,

n ]1/2

mm _ (e,-n)_ (3.2.3)
m

S= i.l n-I

I
and tolerance level (L),

I I_1 +s <L, (3.2.4)

!
!
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were calculated for each category to access the relative accuracy of the results, lt should be mm

noted that the DOELAP includes an error term (E) to account for the potential error in ml
the reference dosimetry of the irradiation laboratory, i.e., IB I + s - E `: L. For our

mm

purposes, E can be neglected. The Pi provides an indication of the accuracy for individual
measurements. The standard deviation, in our analysis, may be considered as an indicator mm
of the precision of the measurements within the respective irradiation category, either l

radioisotopic or in situ. The bias may be viewed as an indication of the overall accuracy of
the measurements within each category. The tolerance level takes into consideration the BI
combination of overall accuracy and precision within each category. The optimum detector mm

would have zeros for ali four values, Pi, S, B, and L. As stated in DOE/EH-0027, a value

of L = 0.30 is considered as passing, and therefore, acceptable. I

3.2.1 Dose Equivalent Performance Utilizing the Liu Method
IN

First, considering the H-r performance of each irradiation within the two categories, as I
indicated by the Pi values, the original results were ali within ±30% for the in situ category
while only one lay outside of ±30% for the radioisotopic category, i.e., 34% high for the il
_2Cf(D20) measurement (Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). Overall, when compared to the DOELAP mm
acceptance criteria, i.e., L ,:0.30, the total neutron dose equivalent as measured by the
original CPND was well within the acceptable range for the/n situ category, with an L = mm
0.12, yet, was just barely acceptable for the radioisotopic category, with an L = 0.30 (note mm
the bottom line of Tables 3.2.1. and 3.2.2). The results, as indicated by the bias values,
indicate an average overresponse of 13% in radioisotopic spectra and an average I
underresponse of 8% for the in situ spectra. The standard deviations suggest that the l
original CPND more accurately measured the dose equivalent for the in situ spectra than
it did for the radioisotopic spectra. The B and S values were calculated for each
measurement in the two catagories. These results appear in Tables 3.2.3 and 3.2.4. Now let il
us turn to consider the spectrometric capabilities of the original method.

lm

32.2 Spectrometric Performance Utilizing the Liu Method I

The original spectrometric abilities of the CPND were good. Analysis of the spectrometric
B, S, and L for each El in the two categories is presented in Table 3.2.5. The original ii
CPND tended to underestimate the _,, and consequently underestimate H.,, while III

overestimating _s and 01,consequently overestimating Hs and Hi as evidenced by the values
of B in Table 3.2.5. Thus, in some cases the "goodness" of the measured HT could be II
conceived as a fortuitous combination of errors (note Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). m

From a cursory examination, one would conclude that the CPND measured the reference mm
neutron spectrum with reasonable accuracy. The poorest performance was found when mm
measuring spectra with large fluence components between 100 keV and 2 MeV and large
therma" components. The consistent underestimation of Hs and Hi and the overestimation II
of Hmis felt to be attributable to the thresholds assumed for the BD-100R and BDS-1500. mm
The overestimation of the _, for the 252Cf(D20) and _PuBe and the overestimation of Hs
by greater than a factor of two tbr four of the ten spectra is believed to stem from two mm
other weakness. These are (1) the thermal neutron sensitivity assumed for the TLD-600 mm
elements and (2) accepting the subtraction of TLD-600(Cd) from TLD-600(plastic) as an

I
!
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accurate measure of _t. Let us now turn to consider the reassessment of the reference

I dosimetry of the modified approach.
and the results

i Table 3.2.1. The original measured dose and and calculated
equivalent 0-1., HT) Pi results

from the radioisotopic source measurements [CPND units = 0.01 mSv (1 mrem)]

i ZSZcf(PE) ."_PuBe Z52Cf(D,0) _ MIX(3)CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi

I Ht 3.15 -0.28 4.69 3.07 - 0.93 - 2.55 0.15Hs 5.55 0.68 0.00 - 138.40 2.79 22.93 3.53 30.26 3.14

H,,, 26.40 -0.13 6.58 -0.39 32.93 -0.49 10.67 -0.20 64.43 -0.29

I Ht 41.10 -0.15 59.78 0.13 154.67 0.07 40.00 -0.05 402.05 0.10
_m.m mm_--

I HT 76.20 -0.12 71.05 0.12 329.07 0.34 74.53 0.23 499.29 0.07

I
i Table 3.2.2. The original measured dose equivalent (l-1mand HT) and calculated P, results fromthe/n s/iu measurements at TRU [CPND units = 0.01 mSv (1 mrem)]

GLOVE CAVE CNTRL WASTE LAB

I Pi Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi
CPND CPND

Ht 17.38 -0.30 10.39 -0.12 0.03 -0.92 4.56 0.05 3.57 0.72

I Hs 126.79 1.47 27.89 0.66 0.25 -0.77
60.85 1.64 72.54 2.39

i Hm 169.69 -0.52 54.69 -0.29 3.21 -0.23 164.77 -0.18 131.70 -0.40

Hf 367.07 0.04 59.79 -0.07 4.95 0.45 174.12 -0.15 254.49 0.11

! -
H t 680.93 -0.13 152.76 -0.10 8.44 -0.07 404.30 -0.07 462.30 -0.02

I
I Table 3.2.3. The individual bias and standard deviation of the

ori/_aal CPND for the radioisotopic measurements

I zS"Cf(PE) _PuBe ZSZCf(D20) MIX(2) MIX(3)
B 0.03 1.11 1.36 1.05 0.78

I S 0.44 2.39 1.83 1.73 1.59

!
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Table 3.2.4. The individual bias and standard deviation of the lm

original CPND for the/sl s/tu measurements i

GLOVE CAVE CN'IRL WASTE LAB

B 0.17 0.05 -0.37 0.34 0.70 i
i

S 0.89 0.42 0.62 0.87 1.21

i

Table 3.2.5. The El bias, standard deviation, and L value of the original I
CPND for the radioisotopie and/n s/iu categories

I

Radioisotopic In ,_, 1
B S IBI+S B S IBI+8

1

Ht 1.71 2.10 3.82 -0.11 0.59 0.70 i

H, 2.03 1.58 3.61 1.08 1.20 2.28

0.14 0.44 -0.32 0.14 0.46 RHm _O_3O

i

Hf 0.02 0.12 0.14 0.08 0.23 0.31

0.13 0.17 0.30 -0.08 0.04 0.12 iHT []

|
3.3 REASSESSMF2qT OF REFERENCE SPECrRA AND DOSIMEIRIC VALUF__ •

Because new EIs were defined for the CPND, it was necessary to recalculate the i
reference values for the 4_Eland HEXfor each of the test spectra. The original 26-energy Ii
group BMS data provided by EML and the reference spectra published in the open
literature were used as the starting point. These spectral data were entered into a ml

spreadsheet. Computations based on In-In interpolation were performed to determine the l
relative abundance of the neutrons and the spectra were broken down into 20 keV intervals

from 0.025 eV to 15 MeV for each spectra using i

ln(dpE) = In(t_g ) +
i

i(ln(E.)_ln(E,)l ] (li)In(e,) _t) ) × ((In(t_E) -In(tPE°)) ' i

_t,,? (12) i
and, 4_g, = • ,

where, []

E_, ,. and_= the energy of interest and the upper and lower energies, i

4_e_,,_ = the fluence at the energies just stated.

i
I
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i The fluence in each El was taken to be the sum of the 20-keV fluences within the El. Thedose equivalent for the 20-kev intervals (H20 keV)was calculated by multiplying each t_20keV
by the average h, for that 20-keV interval determined by a In-In interpolation of ICRP 21

i h,. The HEI was taken to be the summation of the H:,0 kevwithin the EI, and the total H Twas taken to be the summation of ali H20 kev from 0.025 eV to 15 MeV. The observed
difference in reference values between this work and the original stem from the different
EIs. Liu's _m included the neutrons between 1 and 1.5 MeV, while these neutrons were

I included in the 4_taccording to the modified EIs. the reference for the
Consequently, Ht

modified EIs would typically be greater than that of the original. It is believed that this

approach is more consistent with the change in the ICRP 21 h, which occurs at about 1

i MeV. Details of the "New" and Liu reference values of HEI and H a. for both theradioisotopic and the in situ irradiations are provided in Tables 3.3.1. and 3.3.2.

I Table 3.3.1. Comparison of original and modified reference values for radioisotopic
neutron Hmand Ha`results

I :'_zCf(PE)" a_PuBe" 252Cf(D Oz.Q_ MIX (2)" MIX
(3)"

NEW LIU NEW LIU NEW LIU NEW LIU NEW LIU

I Hf 56.70 48.45 55.21 52.67 147.68 145.20 48.99 42.10 432.97 365.84
H,, 19.06 30.30 7.62 10.80 63.99 64.40 13.49 13.33 85.76 90.78

I Hs 3.40 3.30 0 0 34.66 36.53 5.62 5.06 21.69 7.37
H t 4.29 4.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.15 2.21

I Ha- 83.47 86.40 62.83 63.46 246.13 246.13 60.49 68.1 542.57 466.14
" Units = 0.01 mSv (mrem)

!

I Table 3.3.2. Comparison of original and modified reference values for
neutron Hn and Ha-/n s/iu measurements

I GLOVE" CAVE" CNTRL" WASTE" LABa

NEW LIU NEW LIU NEW LIU NEW LIU NEW LIU

I Hr 450.62 352.95 79.7 64.35 6.52 3.42 250.23 205.11 278.71 228.62

H_, 246.14 352.95 56.76 76.57 3.16 4.18 137.74 200.55 148.67 220.60

I Hs 38.87 51.31 12.89 16.77 0.86 1.11 17.44 23.02 14.12 21.41
H t 23.97 24.71 11.57 11.85 0.33 0.36 4.21 4.33 2.13 2.08

I HT 759.6 781.92 160.92 169.54 11.66 9.07 409.62 433.01 443.64 472.71

" Units = 0.01 mSv (mrem)

!
I
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3.4 pE.rtFORM,M_CE REEVALUATION
n

The _EI, HEI, and H T results from the radioisotopic and in situ irradiations were compared
to reference values and the CPND performance prior to modifications. The performance

index values of Pi, B, S, and L were as calculated for the modified results as described in
Sect. 3.2. The modifications brought about improvements in the accuracy of the

n

spectrometric and the total neutron dose equivalent results.
n

3.4.1 Dose Equivalent Performance

The dosimetric performance of the CPND is displayed in Tables 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The ratio iii
of the measured to new reference values are graphically depicted in Figs. 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. ii
T, S, M, and F correspond to Ht, Hs, Hre, and H t. The H T L value 0.02 and 0.10 for the

radioisotopic and in situ categories, respectively, were well below the 0.30 limit of DOELAP. II
The P_ values of the individual H7 reveal that the worst performance for the radioisotopic n
measurements was 0.02 while the worst for the in situ measurements was -0.11. The B

values indicate an average overresponse of 1% in radioisotopic spectra and an average III
underresponse of 3% for the in situ spectra. The standard deviations suggest that the m
original CPND more accurately measured the dose equivalent for the in situ spectra than
it did for the radioisotopic spectra, but only by 6%. Both were within 7%. The B and S m
values were calculated for each of the measurements in the two catagoties. These results l
appear in Tables 3.4.3 and 3.4.4. Now let us turn to consider the spectrometric capabilities

of the original method, n
!

3.4.2 Spectrometric Performance

The spectrometric results of the modified CPND for both the radioisotopic and in situ I
spectra are presented in Figs. 3.4.3 through 3.4.12, respectively. The reference values

l

represented were derived from BMS measurements for the in situ and _2Cf(PE) values and
from the published literature for the source spectra as described in Sect. 3.3. With the
exception of _2Cf(PE), ali other reference spectra for the radioisotopic irradiations are for

li

the emission spectra only and, therefore, do not include the scatter component, which would

have been measured by the CPND. The overall B, S, and L values were calculated for the li
HEIS and HTs in each catagory. These appear in Table 3.4.5. m

3.5 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS I

The modified CPND outperformed the original in overall dose equivalent results across li
the board (Table 3.5.1). It demonstrated improved accuracy and precision as evidenced by II
the improved B and S values. The modified CPND displayed improved Hn accuracy for eight

of the ten spectra. For the other two, the original performance was better by 2% in the m
analytical laboratory and the same for the control room. Overall a net improvement in Ha- l
of 28% was achieved for the radioisotopic category and only 2% for the in situ category.

!
I
I
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I Table 3.4.1. The modified CPND measured dose equivalent (H_j and HT) and the calculated Pi
results for '.he radioisotopic measurements [CPND units = 0.01 mSv (I mrem)]

I 2S2CffPE) 23SPuBe ZS2CffD_0) MIX(2) MIX(3)

CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi

I H t 4.56 0.06 0.09 - 0.00 0.29 - 2.14 0.00

H s 2.40 -0.29 0.19 - 35.66 0.03 6.82 0.21 8.85 -0.59

i Hm 31.77 0.67 6.76 -0.11 37.15 -0.42 11.79 -0.13 77.37 -0.10

Hf 46.30 -0.18 56.47 0.02 174.42 0.18 50.68 0.03 453.31 0.05

HT 85.03 0.02 63.51 0.01 247.23 0.00 69.58 0.02 541.67 0.00

!
!

Table 3.4.2. The modified CPND measured dose equivalent (H_ and HT) and the calculated Pi

I for the/n s/iu measurements at TRU [CPND units = 0.01 mSv (1 mrem)]
GLOVE CAVE CNTRL WASTE LAB

CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi CPND Pi
H t 20.34 -0.15 15.11 0.31 0.33 -0.06 3.16 -0.25 1.25 -0.41

I H s 37.32 -0.04 10.57 -0.18 0.71 -0.17 16.02 -0.08 19.25 0.36

I H m 202.98 -0.18 65.46 0.15 4.53 -0.43 184.64 0.34
143.25 _0D04

I H t. 413.67 -0L:8 67.30 -0.16 6.09 -0.07 182.63 -0.27 260.67 -0.06BM----

H t 674.31 -0.11 158.44 -0.02 11.66 0.07 386.45 -0.06 424.42 -0.04

I
I
I
I
I
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Table 3.4.3. The individual bias and standard deviation of the modified

CPND for the radioisotopic measurements lm
i

252Cf(PE) 23SPuBe ZS2Cf(D20) MIX(2) MIX(3)

B 0.06 0.05 -0.05 0.10 -0.16
I!S 0.42 0.13 0.26 0.19 0.29

!

Table 3.4.4. The individual bias and standard deviation of the I
modified CPND for the/n s/m measurements I

GLOVE CAVE CNTRL WASTE LAB i

B -0.11 0.03 0.03 -0.06 -0.04

S 0.06 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.32 I

!
These results reveal that enhanced spectral resolution was obtained, which produced an at

overall improvement in the dosimetric accuracy. The L value calculated for each EI reveals |
an improvement in spectrometric performance for ali EIs in both categories except for the
fast in the radioisotopic category whe re the original performance was better by 1%. We, m
therefore, conclude that the modified CPND demonstrated spectrometric and dose |
equivalent superiority over the original.

We will now take up a more philosophical venue as we survey some current assumptions /
about bubble detectors (such as useable lifetime, reproducibility, temperature affects and

J

compensation methods, and theory of operation) and, in turn, offer some alternative

explanations. We will also offer an explanation of bubble growth, bubble memory, and i
incompressible bubbles.

i
!
I
I
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Table 3.4_5. The overall bias, standard deviation, and L value of the modified
CPND for the radioisompic and in s/tu categories

q
- Radioisotopic In situ

B S L B S L

- H t 0.09 0.12 0.21 -0.11 0.27 0.38

H, -0.09 0.35 0.44 -0.02 0.22 0.25

Hm -0.02 0.40 0.42 1.14 0.25 0.40

Hr 0.02 0.13 0.15 -0.13 0.09 0.22
m

= Ha- 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.03 0.07 0.10

_

Table 3.5.1. Comparison of the original and the modified overall performance indicators

Radioisotopic In situ

B S L B S L

Original 0.13 0.17 0.30 0.08 0.04 0.12

Modified 0.01 0.01 0.02 -0.03 0.07 O.10

_
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4. SOME CURRENT ASSUMPTIONS AND

ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATIONS i

Investigative research and data analysis often unearth observations that are initially very I
curious and sometimes difficult, if not impossible, to explain by current paradigms. For the

bubble detector, some of the more elusive items to explain have been li
II1. useable lifetime;

2. variations in the reproducible response of a detector observed by different investigators
and sometimes even the same investigator; i

3. temperature affects and compensation methods; l
4. bubble formation, growth and memory;
5. incompressible bubbles; and III
6. a theory accurately predicting bubble nucleation. I
In reply, some theories are presented that attempt to explain some of these more
"mysterious" phenomena and question some of the methodologies employed to either I
compensate, control, or explain them. II

al
4.1 USEABLE LIFE-'/]ME al

Studies have been conducted at the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC) and ORNL m
with the goal of addressing the usable lifetime of the bubble detector. We will use this term |
loosely because of the complexity surrounding the issue. BTI claims a life span on the order
of months before a noticeable decrease in sensitivity is encountered (Roy 1991). This life i

a life style of moderation, i.e., recompression on a routine basis either ispan presupposes
daily or every other day. This is to minimize damage to the PAG caused by bubble growth

u

(see Sect. 4.4). There seems to be a correlation between an appreciable decrease in
sensitivity and the time from initial sensitization to recompression. This may be associated B
with diffusion of the SHL into the surrounding medium, which effectually reduces the 'm

number of potential nucleation sites, ergo, a reduction in sensitivity. II
The preliminary results from the NSWC studies should be considered inconclusive II

because of the testing conditions. For the majority of the failing detectors, the time between
initial sensitization and recompression exceeded the weekly cycle suggested by BTI: '°a i
period of up to a week between recompression cycles is possible without noticeable II
sensitivity changes or incompressible bubbles" (Roy 1991). NSWC was hoping to find a
means of extending the time between recompressions to accommodate an exchange cycle lm
of at least a month. According to BTI it is possible to manufacture bubble detectors that II
will remain sensitive for this period of time, but there is a trade-off. The expense is loss of

reusability due to accumulation of incompressible bubbles (Roy 1991). 1

4.2 RESPONSE VARIATION Iii
II

Several of the bubble detector researchers have observed unexplainable variations in their
results. These variations were characterized by larger than desired standard deviations and III
variances observed in repeated irradiations of a single detector and during testing of the |

!
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i same detector type. It is our belief that unless the bubbles in a detector are allowed to growexcessively (the effects of which will be addressed in Sect. 4.4.) the inherent reproducibility
and stability of a bubble detector should be on the order of a few percent. It seems that the
source of these variations may be attributable to the reader being used and the threshold

I selected for counting. The number of bubbles counted by the first generation readers iscritically related to the threshold selected during image processing. The threshold determines
how intense and large the light spot indicating a bubble must be before it is counted. The

I intensity and size of the light spot is also strongly dependent on the size of the bubble beingimaged.

I 4.3 TEMPERATURE _C_ AND COMPENSATION METHODS

It is known that the response of a bubble detector, because of its composition, i.e., a SI-IL,is affected by temperature changes. So variations in ambient temperature create the
potential problem of detector instability. This instability is exhibited as fluctuations in

I sensitivity that are proportional to the temperature variations; the greater the temperaturevariation, the poorer the confidence in the response of the detector. This is clearly not a
problem if one is assured that the temperature in the working environment will remain

i constant or at least within a few degrees of the calibration temperature. But if the detectoris to be used when temperature changes are expected or uncontrollable, achieving the
highest level of accuracy requires some means of compensation. A plethora of compensation
methods have been suggested. A select few are briefly described.

I 4.3.1 How Temperature Affects Response

I we can techniques temperature compensation we
Before consider the of must first

understand how it is that a BD is affected by temperature. Keep in mind the effect of
pressure and temperature on liquid-vapor phase change (Fig. 4.3.1).

I Let us begin by stating that an increase in temperature brings about an increase in
sensitivity in a two fold manner, by (1) lowering the threshold and (2) increasing the

i sensitivity above the threshold. This is attributable to the increase in the degree ofsuperheat created by the increase in temperature. The more superheated the liquid, the
smaller the rc.Therefore, neutrons previously incapable of producing a thermodynamically

I unstable seed bubble (those just below the threshold energy) could now contribute tobubble formation. An equivalent fluence of neutrons above the initial "inhibition energy*
or threshold, will produce a greater number of bubbles than they would have produced at

I a lower temperature. This phenomenon, if ignored, will transform the original detector intoa variable "Jekyll and Hyde.* This new beast possesses an R(E) which differs from the
original creature. This alteration of the R(E) will also mean that the temperature effect is

I energy dependent. In other words, the increase in response as a function of temperature willvary from spectrum to spectrum.

!
!
!
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An analogy may better illustrate the sensitivity changes brought about by a change in

I temperature, run hitting a team playing at
Consider the home abilities of baseball when

home (a function of the average distance the player can hit the ball and the distance to the
fence). If we assume the pitcher to be a constant in this analogy, then the frequency of

I home runs for the team when playing would be expected to increase when playing an
away

opponent whose home field was smaller, i.e., a shorter distance to the fence. Those players
who would just miss hitting it out at home would be more likely to hit one out on the

I smaller field, while the number of home runs hit by those players normally hitting it out athome would increase only slightly. This makes sense for bubble detectors if we consider the
normal home run hitters in our analogy to be representative of the neutrons above the

I threshold, those with a high probability of producing a bubble at the calibrationtemperature; the occasional home run hitters as neutrons just below the threshold, while still
capable of occasionally causing a bubble to form, the probability of doing so is much lower;

and the distance to the fence as the rc. Increasing the temperature has the same effect onbubble formation as does playing on a field with a shorter distance to the fence: the rc
becomes smaller. Those neutrons only occasionally causing a bubble to form at the

I calibration temperature (or at home) do so more often (with a much higher probability) ata higher temperature (on a shorter field). A decrease in sensitivity would be expected if the
temperature were decreased: analogous to playing on a field with a greater distance to the
fence.

4.3.2 Pressure Compensation

I Presently BTI is employing a means of compensation that attempts to compensate for
both of the known culprits responsible for temperature-induced response variation.
Maintaining a state of equilibrium between the internal vapor pressure of the SHL droplet

I and the external combination of the PAG and is thepressure, a atmospheric pressure, key
to their compensation model. A reservoir of material that expands and contracts with
changes in temperature is attached to the detector, and by utilization of an appropriate

I mechanical advantage, the pressure within the detector remains virtually constant as thetemperature changes. The external pressure applied to the detector is proportional to the
combined changes of increased vapor pressure and reduced surface tension experienced by

I the superheated droplet (Ing 1991). This method of pressure compensation is intended tomaintain the SHL at a constant state of superheat, effectively "freezing" the R(E)
regardless of the ambient temperature.

I 4.33 Environmental Control

i Another approach is to control the temperature environment in which the bubbledetector is operated. This could be achieved via a small heat pump type device. The device
would provide the cooling or heating required to maintain the device at a preset

I temperature. Currently BTI is working on a small box type device, containing a "heat-disk,"to maintain the temperature near normal body temperature (Roy 1991).

i 43.4 Computational Compensation
i An alternative to mechanical compensation or environmental control would be to

i maintain a parallel record of the cumulative response and temperature. This would allow

correction of the results by application of derived temperature correction factors. This
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assumes either short intervals of time between readouts and cognizance of the temperature
during bubble formation or a historical record correlating bubble formation and m
temperature. The frequent reading cycle is impractical for most applications, but a parallel wl

real-time detection and temperature logging technique is currently under development at

DOSAR. I

The first step in the procedure will be to determine the R(E) at a specified calibration
temperature, i.e., 25°C. The best possible method of determining the correlation of II
temperature and energy would be to maintain one variable constant while varying the other. lm
A new investigation is being proposed to assess the temperature effect on response by
performing a series of monoenergetic irradiations while precisely controlling the temperature m
of the detectors. In this manner the effect of temperature on the R(E) will be determined, m
i.e., the change in sensitivity at a specific energy as a function of temperature, _R(E)dT.
This work promises to make significant inroads toward a better understanding of BD lm
response characteristics. II

Next, the R(E) of each component is segmented into a number of defined EIs with the m
sensitivity for each EI [R(EI)], taken to be the average sensitivity, in bu-cm2, in that region. I
The effective change in sensitivity per °C for each interval will be assessed from the data.
Translated, instead of applying a single temperature correction for the change in sensitivity m
over the entire R(E) (the equivalent of assuming the shape of the R(E) is constant and only II
the amplitude or sensitivity changes, which we have seen is an incorrect assumption), we will
correct for the temperature effects by reestablishing the shape of the R(E) to reflect what
the R(E) would be at the irradiation temperature. Because the total response of a BD is iN
a function of the R(E) and the spectrum, and changes in temperature bring about changes

lD

in the R(E), to correctly compensate for the temperature-induced changes in R(E), a
temperature correction factor will be necessary for each spectrum. Temperature corrections m
derived for one source will not necessarily be applicable to a different source unless the I

spectra are similar.
lm

4.3.5 Heat Induced Alteration

One other approach may provide a viable option. Because an increase in temperature m
effectively increases the superheat of a BD (shifting the R(E) threshold downward in m
energy) and because we desire a detector whose R(E) approximates h,, heating a BD with
a higher threshold could shift the threshold down to create a detector with a near dose m
equivalent response. For example, maintaining a BDS-2500 at a temperature predetermined ml
to achieve the desired threshold shift would eliminate any variation in response associated

with temperature fluctuations below the set-point temperature, m

4.4 BUBBLE FORMATION, GROWI'H, AND MEJVlORY m
u

A normal bubble *life cycle" is characterized by the progression:
droplet-.formation-.growth-.recompression-.droplet. Figure 4.4.1. depicts this life cycle. /
Cognizance of this progression may afford insight to our understanding of such phenomena |
as changes in sensitivity, bubble growth, bubble memory (the apparent reformation of the

I
!
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same bubble time and time again), and incompressible bubbles. A narrative of this mm
progression is presented, and some inferences and explanations for the observed phenomena I
are provided.

4.4.1 Bubble Formation I

An in-depth description of the currently accepted theory explaining the metamorphosis
bubble is available in the literature (Apfel, Roy, and Lo 1987; Lo Ifrom incident neutron to

1987). The most recent is offered in the Ph.D. dissertation of Dr. Mark Harper of the U.
i

S. Naval Academy (Harper 1991). In Apfel's model, I assume, the surface tension of the
medium is assumed to be equivalent to that of the SHL, i.e., similar to Glaser's Iholding

bubble chamber where the entire volume is the SHL (the reason tracks are produced
instead of a single bubble in the bubble chamber). Though this may be the case in the SDD,
it is certainly not valid during ali the stages of bubble formation for the BTI detector. Pofor
the BTI detector is the summation of the atmospheric pressure transferred through the I

medium, the surface tension of the noncompressible liquid, and the force exerted on it by
the PAG or "firm...polymer" (Ing and Birnboim 1984). It is my belief that the PAG li
component of Po (PPAo)plays a greater or lesser role in the total Po depending upon the i
present stage expansion or recompression phases. This change is effected by the elasticity
and tensile properties of the PAG as it expands and contracts. Because the radius of the I
seed bubble is much smaller than the SHL droplet during the formation phase, the PPAOis I
negligible and the surface tension of the SHL is the dominate factor. The "PPAobecomes
significant once the droplet is consumed and the bubble begins to grow and stretch the
PAG. I

4.4.2 Bubble Growth I
II

At the risk of oversimplification, we will quickly describe the stages depicted in Fig. 4.4.1.,
and then offer an explanation of these by way of analogy. Frame 1 describes the condition tot

of a virgin SHL droplet, where Pr^o is determined by the PAG tension, T = a, and the I
PAG cavity, i.e., the void in the PAG which the droplet occupies (a result of
polymerization) with a radius, r_, = c. At this point r_ is equal to the droplet radius, ra.

created by an impinging neutron deposit energy within a potential seed bubble, IWqaenions
that bubble will begin to grow. Many interactions may occur which produce a seed bubble

g

that does not expand beyond rc. These bubbles collapse or recondense (frame 2). But once
seed bubble expands to rc it willviolently boil consuming the entire droplet (frame 3). The Ia

bubble will continue to grow (frames 4 and 5) until an equilibrium pressure is reached W

between the internal vapor pressure and the external pressure now primarily from
atmospheric pressure, P,, and Pe^o. The bubble will continue to grow as the PAG stretches i
(frame 6). Growth of the bubble beyond a certain point will result in damage and i

consequent loss of tension in the PAG. The radius at which this begins to occur is defined
as the critical expansion radius r,r At some point the bubble is recompressed by application
of external pressure, typically hydrostatic (frame 8). After the recompression pressure is II
released, though the bubble is recondensed, the r_ and rc have been altered due to a loss
of tension in the PAG caused by excessive expansion of the bubble. A bubble that is allowed II
to expanded beyond a r,_ will eventually exceed a radius defined as the critical formation II
radius, rfx (frame 7). This bubble, although recompressed, will no longer remain
recompressed once the applied pressure is removed. Let us now attempt to explain what is
happening by way of analogy. II

I
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i The loss of tension in the PAG may be compared to what occurs when inflating a balloon.For the sake of comparison we will subdivide the inflation of the balloon into three stages.
The primary stage is characterized by a small radius and slow expansion. At this stage a
significant amount of pressure is required to inflate the balloon (frames 3 and 4). The

I secondary is characterized by sudden of the balloon,
stage a expansion a constantly

increasing radius, and a noticeable decrease in the pressure required to continue inflating
,_ (frames 5 & 6). The tertiary stage, is characterized by a large radius and slow expansion rate

I (frame 7). This is the point where you blow and blow and the balloon barely enlarges. Thislast stage is also the point just before the balloon ruptures. Deflating the balloon is
analogous to recompression. The transition from the primary to the secondary stage is

m marked by a sudden increase in the expansion of the balloon and a marked decrease in the
U pressure required to maintain growth. Because the PAG is elastic, once an initial pressure

equilibrium is established, any growth beyond this rbwill constitute a loss in the elasticity of

the PAG. It is at this point that the rb has exceed ra. Once the transition is made from the
secondary to the tertiary stage, a significant loss in elasticity occurs. This is the point at
which the rf_is exceeded.

m

4.4.3 Bubble Memory

Bubble memory is manifested as the reappearance or reformation of the same bubble or
bubbles nearly every irradiation. At first glance such reappearance would seem particularly
odd when one considers that among the thousands of droplets in a single detector, each

- possessing an equally likely probability for formation, and that these same bubble continue
to reform with nearly 100% probability. Let us return to the balloon analogy in order to
offer an explanation for bubble memory.

Consider inflating and deflating a single large balloon. Observe the tension of the balloon
after it is deflated each time and notice that this tension is directly proportional to the
pressure required to inflate the balloon each subsequent time. If the balloon is inflated only
slightly for a repetitive number of times, the amount of pressure required to inflate it each
successive time is nearly equal, and it is only slightly less, if less at all. Therefore we may

_ conclude that the tension loss associated with expansion to this radius is practically
inconsequential. This is analogous to a bubble that obtains initial pressure equilibrium.
However, the larger the balloon is inflated, the easier it is to inflate the next time, and we
deduce the greater the radius, the greater the tension loss. There exists a radius which, if
exceeded, results in a substantial tension loss experienced by the balloon. This radius is
defined as the critical expansion radius, ra.

Now turning to the formation of bubbles. Prior to formation, the liquid droplet (i.e., the
condensed vapor bubble) possess a finite radius, rd,and the PAG immediately bounding the
droplet can be conceived of as a cavity with radius r_, which, prior to formation, is equal
to rd. After the bubble expands beyond ra it can be recompressed and condensed to a
droplet with radius rd,but the PAG in exceeding the r,=has lost a substantial fraction of its
tension. Therefore, when the pressure used to recompress the detector is released, the PAG
cavity will no longer maintain its original radius. Consequentially, the new radius of the PAG
cavity will be greater than the original r_ This increase in the cavity radius is proportional
to the tension loss due to expansion beyond ra.
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Because the r,,, is increased, i.e., the volume of the cavity containing the droplet is larger, m
part of the droplet passes to the vapor state, which increases the vapor pressure in the |
cavity effectively increasing the degree of superheat of the droplet and decreasing the rc.
Therefore, less energy is required to induce formation. This will mean that the bubble will

a greater probability of formation and thus form "sooner_ in the dose history, i.e., Iipossess
close as a function of time (which for ali practical purposes should be a linear function). A
healthy detector should exhibit a linear increase in the number of bubbles formed as the
neutron dose equivalent increases. A detector containing bubbles that have exceeded ra will I
manifest a sudden increase in sensitivity early in the dose history. Figure 4.4.2 depicts the I1

correlation of bubbles and dose graphically for a normal or healthy bubble detector (one
which has been recompressed before any bubbles exceeded rc,.)and a detector possessing II
a number of bubbles that have exceed r_r This implies that an overresponse will be more g

significant when measuring lower doses. For a theoretical example consider the responses
of two BD-100Rs originally possessing sensitivities of 10 bu per 0.01 mSv, and 1 bubble per
0.01 mSv, respectively, before and after they develop 3 bubbles exceeding r_r The results II
are presented in Table 4.4.1. This suggests that the bubble memory phenomena will have
a greater impact on the accuracy when measuring low doses and when encountered in lower
sensitivity detectors. II

One possible method of reducing the memory problem, other than administratively lm
controlling the size of the bubbles before recompression, would be to nucleate ali bubble II
sites and allow them to grow to the desired size prior to application for measurement
purposes. The success of this approach could be empirically verified by repeated irradiations III
of two sets of detectors, one having ali of its droplets nucleated prior to the study and the II
other comprised of virgin detectors. The nucleation of ali the sites for the first set is
achievable by placing the detector in a hot water bath. The results from a preliminary study in
of

this theory are currently inconclusive. I

4.4.4 Bubble Ineompre_s_ility II
In order to understand bubbles that appear to be incompressible, let us once again turn

to the balloon analogy. Consider the condition of the deflated balloon once it is inflated to
the brink of rupture, i.e., exceeding r_. Once this is done, very little pressure is necessary
to inflate it to the same point again. Thus, most of the original tension, which affected the I

rate of expansion of the bubble, or the balloon in our analogy, is expiated. This can be seen
by comparing our deflated balloon to either one that has never been inflated or to one that i
has not been inflated beyond the r,_. The overinflated balloon will be limp in comparison i

and significantly larger than either of the other two.
ai

The analog to this in the realm of bubble formation would be a bubble that has expanded I
to the brink of rupturing the polymer or beyond and is then recompressed. If the r,_ after
recompression is propoctional to the tension loss from excessive expansion as observed in m
the balloon analogy, it can be inferred that the greater the rb the greater the degree of II
superheat of the successive droplet. Once the rb exceeds r_, the successive droplet will find
itself in a PAG with a r_ so large that the superheat of the droplet is sufficient to spawn nn
spontaneous formation of the bubble. The net effect of this immediate spontaneous II
formation will be an "as-if*appearance of an incompressible bubble. Figure 4.4.3 depicts

the tension lost by the PAG as the rb increases. I

|
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I
Table 4.4.1. "I'neoreticalresponse of two bubble detectors before and after acquiring

three bubbles exceeding r= I
I

Initial Sensitivity Response to 0.01 mSv Response to 0.1 rosy

(bu per 0.01 mSv) Before After Before After I
lm

1 1 3 10 13

10 10 13 100 103 I

1
I

ORNL-DWG 93-5921 I
I

r I
e-- cxo I

I--

o rfx .... I<a. I
!
!

Bubble Radius (rb) II

Fig. 4.4.3. PAG tension loss as a function of bubble growth. I
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i 5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND APPLICATIONS

I It is often important to try to see the "big picture," to occasionally stop and evaluatefrom whence we have come, where we find ourselves presently, and to what lofty heights
we expect our dreams to one day take us. With a realistic eye to the pa_t and present,

i several applications of this technology are discussed, two upon which initial work has begun.

i 5.1F__,XTREMITYDOSIMEtrYAn experimentalextremitydosimeterwasassembledtoassessthefeasibilityofapplying
bubbledetectortechnologytomeasureneutronexposuretotheextremities.Becausethe

I BD-100R possess a "nearly" dose equivalent response, it was the material of choice for thisexperimental model. A sketch of BUDEX (an experimental bubble dosimeter for
extremities) appears in Fig. 5.1.1.

I A clear plastic disc was affixed to a cross sectional portion of an old bubble detector that
was filled with BD-100R material and covered with another plastic disc. The BUDEX was

I attached to a plastic rod to simulate a finger phantom and irradiated with _PuBe neutrons.Results indicate that this application holds great promise. BUDEX could provide a good
approximation of the neutron dose equivalent delivered to the extremities regardless of

I neutron spectra or irradiation scenario. This is a feat no TLD-based extremity dosimetercould hope of achieving.

I 5.2 ACCIDENT LEVEL DOSIMETRY/SPECFROMETR_i '

i Based upon a cursory review of the literature available on cavitation theory whichattempts to explain the formation of bubbles, in my estimation, we need a more detailed
investigation considering the complex effects of compound surface tension terms, polymer
expansion/compression elasticity variables, a reevaluation of the critical radius in light of

I these, and a continuum of transfers from elastic scattering. The summation ofenergy energy
transferred by multiple recoil nuclei that are insufficient to produce a bubble of rcshould
be considered. Granted, except for the fluxes typically encountered in standard personnel

I dosimetry, this factor would be negligible; yet, as accident scenario dose rates areapproached, this factor might be used to our advantage.

I Consider a recoil nucleus that deposits an insufficient amount of energy in a SI-H.,dropletto produce a bubble (defined as a subcritical event producing a bubble of subcritical radius,
rs). If we assume an initial temperature of the droplet, t0,the energy deposited in producing

I the subcritical seed bubble as localized heat, according to the Uthermal spike" model, wouldincrease the temperature of the droplet within the vicinity of the event to h. A time
interval, to would be required for this heat to dissipate, i.e., cool back to the initial to.

I Assuming that this account of the process is representative of what actually occurs forsubcritical events, it is conceivable that a bubble could be formed as the result of a
temperature increase produced by the summation of multiple subcritical events.

I Consequently, the effective sensitivity of a detector will be related, in some manner, to the
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i neutron flux impinging on it. The flux at which this phenomenon begins is defined as thecritical flux, Oc. If the relationship between Oc and the degree of superheat can be
determined, this knowledge might possibly be applied to create an accident neutron
spectrometer (ANTS) by maintaining sufficient pressure on a detector (critical pressure Pc)

I to render it insensitive to neutron fluxbelow The and will for eachOc. Pc Oc probably vary

type of detector with greater pressure being required by detectors possessing higher degrees
of superheat and larger Oc. Once the Oc is encountered, bubbles would form increasing the

I pressure in the detector. By employing a pressure relief valve the increase in pressure willbe bled off, maintaining a constant Pc- By using the CPND in this type of application,
spectral information may be obtainable in the event of a nuclear criticality. The realization

I of such a device would make more accurate dose and dose equivalent assessment ofcriticality accidents a reality.

I 5.3 A "DO-IT-YOURSEI._ BUBBLE READER

I The challenge that lies before us is developing an inexpensive, yet accurate andreproducible, means for counting bubbles. The superior accuracy and reproducibility that
the detector itself possesses are often offset by the inherent problem of accurately and

i reproducibly counting the bubbles. The current generation reader available from BTI iscapable of accurately reading approximately 350 bubbles in a single detector. This is under
ideal conditions and assumes that p-droplet detectors are used and that they are read before
the bubbles grow large enough to create an overlap problem. This reader can be yours for

I a mere $35,000.

Typically, in the read process (1) the detector is placed in the reader and an image is

I displayed on a video monitor, at which time enhancement be(2)image may performed (3)
followed by counting. The reader provides the number of bubbles it counted in the image.
Because magnification is employed, the upper and lower halves of a detector are imaged and

I counted separately with the total resulting from the summation of the two counts, lt wouldbe nice if the images from which the counts were taken were permanently stored. This
would afford an opportunity for manual verification of the numbers and provide a

I permanent dosimetric record, similar to a glow curve.

Due to budget constraints and the diversity and flexibility required for quality research,

I I embarked on a quest for a do-it-yourself research-grade bubble reader. The followingattributes were desired:

1. storage of the image for future retrieval and analysis,

I 2. flexibility in image analysis, and3. imaging whole bubbles and not just a bright spot of light reflected through the bubble
(characterized by the first generation BTI reader).

I By using an off-the-shelf image analysis software package from Jandel Scientific called
JAVA, an available video camera, a PC-AT, and various lighting configurations, this goal
was realized. A photo of the reader and an example of an image acquired with it are shown

I in Figs. 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, respectively. This was achieved for less than s5,000.

|
F
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Fig, 5_3.1. A photograph of the do-it-your_lf bubble reader. I
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I (a) Co)Fig.5.3.2. An imagecapturedwith the do-it-your_lf bubblereader. (a) full

imageand (b) magnifiedimage.
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This approach to bubble imaging includes several novel aspects: (1) passing light through

both ends of the detector, which eliminates edge glare caused by reflection of light through
the wall of the cylindrical detector and imaging of the "whole"bubble, (2) a counting I
algorithm that will remove a bubble from the image once it is counted; thus, when two or
more bubbles overlap, the top bubble after being counted can be removed leaving the i
partial bubble or bubbles (the curvature of the remaining partial bubble will be completed, n
counted, and removed from the image...etc.), and (3) the introduction of a dye into the PAG
to enhance definition of an imaged bubble (the bubble will be clear and the compressed ni
PAG surrounding the bubble will be more dense and thus darker than the rest of the |
detector PAG).

I5.4 DEVELOPMENT OF A COMBINATION AREA NEUTRON SP_OMETER

(CANS) I
The information gleaned from improvements to the CPND lead us to believe that

superior spectral resolution and, consequently, improved neutron dose equivalent accuracy
could be realized through (1) modification of the TLD component eliminating the need for D
a phantom, providing greater thermal neutron measuring accuracy and simulating a 4_ I

geometry, (2) inclusion of an additional BD to obtain better spectral resolution in the 0.01
to 1 MeV region, and (3) determination of the effect temperature has on the shape of the
energy response, R(E), andhow to best correct for it. As a result DOE is currently funding i

the development of the Combination Area Neutron Spectrometer (CANS).
ii

5.4.1 Redesigned TLD B

The TLD component of CANS was redesigned to capitalize on the detection of thermal i
and slow or epi-Cd neutrons without using a phantom. This is possible because the BD U
components measure the higher energy neutrons. A Harshaw card was used (two Teflon
sandwiched TLD-600F/00 paired elements in an AI substrate) with one pair sandwiched I
between Cd filters and the other backed by a Cd filter. The paired TLD-700 is used to |
subtract the incident photon contribution and the Cd-capture gammas from the TLD-600
response. The Cd-sandwiched TLD-600 responds to incident epi-Cd neutrons (>0.414 eV) I
and the Cd-backed TLD-600 to incident thermal and epi-Cd neutrons. The difference in the [
two provides an accurate measure of the incident thermal fluence. By placing two of these

units back-to-back, a 4:t geometry is simulated (Fig. 5.4.1).
g5.4.2 Additional BDs

The region of greatest change in the fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factor as i
defined by ICRP 21 is between about 0.01 MeV and 1 MeV (ICRP 1973). Improving the

l

accuracy of the fluence measurements in this region will spawn a subsequent improvement
in the total neutron dose equivalent accuracy. Since the BD-100R and BDS-1500 possess U
respective thresholds at about 0.1 and 1 MeV, adding a BD with a threshold at about 0.01 i

MeV (BDS-10) will facilitate measuring neutrons in the regions <0.01 MeV, from 0.01 to
0.1 MeV, from 0.1 to 1 MeV and from 1 to 15 MeV. Dividing this region into upper and I
lower regions should improve the overall spectral resolution. BDs possessing thresholds J

other than these are also being reinvestigated.

!
!
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- F'lg.5.4.1. Diagram of the modified TLD component of CANS.
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Because it utilizes a SHL, the BD detector will always inherently possess a degree of Ii
temperature dependence. Efforts are currently underway to conduct another set of
monoenergetic neutron irradiations at Columbia Universities Radiation Accelerator
ResearchFacility (RARAF) in New York. The experiment will focus on determining how I
temperature affects a BIDsR(E) by irradiating BDs to monoenergetic neutrons at various II

controlled temperatures, described in Sect. 4.3. This knowledge, once acquired, will allow
us to make inherently more accurate measurements of neutron spectra by altering the BD
R(E) equations used in the matrix deconvolution algorithm to reflect what the R(E)s are I

at the irradiation temperature, instead of applying a gross temperature correction factor to

the integrated response, which ignores the change in R(E) caused by temperature. I

5.4.3 Application to CANS

This newly acquired knowledge will enable us to make more accurate measurements of I
neutron spectra at temperatures other than those at which the R(E) had been determined
by altering the BD R(E) equations used in the matrix deconvolution algorithm to reflect the I
R(E) at the irradiation temperature. The process will be as follows: I
1. the temperature at the time of irradiation is recorded,
2. a tube correction coefficient, TCC, is applied to the response of each BD to mimic the mm

response of a 1 bu/0.01 mSv calibrated detector I
3. the R(EI) matrix is modified to reflect the R.(E) at the irradiation temperature,
4. the matrix is inverted producing equations for the ¢_ms, lm
5. the TCC values are entered and the equations solved to yield the 4_EI, I
6. application of the averaged h, for each EI provides the neutron dose equivalent

produced in that El, (HEI), and mm
7. the summation of the HExsprovides the total measured neutron dose equivalent (HT). I
Applying the TCC is analogous to applying an element correction coefficient to individual

TLD element readings. I
g

Development is under way with field tests scheduled to include containment of a Texas
Utilities BWR, measurements at the TOKAMAK device at Princeton Plasma Physics I
Laboratory, and measurement of various pure and mixed field radioisotopic spectra utilizing l
various shielding configurations at ORNL and NSWC.

5.5 ALTERNATIVE REAL-TIME ACOUSTICAL PROCESSING (ARAP) I

Our vision is the development of a real-time neutron spectrometer/dosimeter. The mi
realization of this goal will require the synthesis of ali we have learned during our
BD-related research and a cutting edge knowledge of electronics and micro-processors. The

w

Alternative Real-time Acoustical Processing technique (ARAP), currently under
development by the DOSAR Group, may prove to be a step toward realizing this goal. This
technique will enable real-time application of the BTI's BDs. ARAP will answer the clarion
call for a simple device for measuring neutron spectra and calculating dose equivalent. In
our mind's eye the devices could resemble those of the artist conceptions in Figs. 5.5.1 and
5.5.2. I

!
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It was documented by Apfel that the violent boiling process occasioned by bubble

I formation transmits a mechanical shock wave manifested as an audible "pop _ (Roy, Apfel,and Lo 1987). The prototype real-time spectrometer, Fig. 5.5.1, includes a signal processing
board loaded in a laptop computer that will receive and digitize the acoustical signal from

I a microphone placed inside each detector connected to it. This information will be analyzedand an algorithm will process the information as described in Sect. 5.4. Appropriate on-line
modifications to the R(E)s are made for temperate compensation as well as on-line

I calculations of the spectrum, applying the desired average h, to calculate Hm and H T. Usedin this way, ARAP will measure the spectrum and calculate the dose equivalent in real time.
These on-line results will be displayed both numerically and as a histogram on the computer

I screen much as a graphic equalizer. A linear record of the data will be written to disk.
The device in Fig. 5.5.1 will provide a linear correlation of detector response and

temperature for the purpose of on-line aposteriori compensation for the temperature effects
I experienced during measurements. An amenity of the system will be its backup features.

Three means of verification or reading will be incorporated in the device:

1. LCD indication on the detector of temperature and the cumulative bubble count,
_ 2. logging of the cumulative counts and temperature at preset time intervals, and

3. the option of traditional post-event optical counting, if the electronics fail somewhere
along the way.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS I

The already good performance of the CPND to evaluate the neutron dose equivalent for /
a variety of neutron spectra both radioisotopic and/n situ has been improved. The H T n

results were within 11% of the reference values (BMS based) for the/n situ spectra and
III

within 2% of the reference values for the radioisotopic spectra. The low standard deviation
and bias suggest improved spectrometric and dose equivalent accuracy and precision (S = I
0.07 and 0.01 and B = -0.03 and 0.01 for the /n situ and radioisotopic categories w

respectively). These results were achieved without any a priori knowledge of the neutron

spectra and with a single algorithm that can be solved using a _preadsheet. I

A historical overview of the development of bubble detector technology was presented.
A thumbnail sketch of the currently held beliefs on the mechanisms involved in bubble I
formation and a description of the CPND were provided. II

The aspects of the CPND which were modified and the reasoning behind them were I
discussed. These included II
1. refinement of the BD-100R and BDS-1500 response functions,
2. reevaluation of the thermal neutron sensitivity of TLD-600, n
3. redefinition of the energy intervals (EI), II
4. a spectrum deconvolution matrix algorithm, and

5. the methodology for neutron dose equivalent determination. I
m

The effectiveness of these modifications was assessed by comparing the measured results
to both reference values and the original CPND performance. An overall improvement in mm
Ha- accuracy over the original CPND of 2% for the in situ and 28% for the radioisotopic l
spectra was observed.

Some explanations were offered regarding I
1. useable lifetime,
2. observed response variations, mt
3. temperature effects, II
4. bubble growth,
5. bubble memory, I
6. incompressible bubbles, and II
7. theory of operation.

Some suggestions were presented for further research and application of this emerging U
technology. These included

1. extremity dosimetry, 11
2. accident-level dosimetry, I
3. a do-it-yourself bubble reader for research applications,
4. development of a Combination Area Neutron Spectrometer (CANS), and II
5. development of Alternative Real-Time Acoustical Processing (ARAP). I

I
!
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i 6.1 AREAS OF NEED
Although the spectral results provided by the CPND and CANS are characterized by a

small number of energy intervals or bins (El) (typically four or five), this should not be

I viewed as a substantial deficit to their value as an effective and accurate neutronspectrometer/dosimeter. It is believed that this statement is warranted for the following
reasons. Considering that there is very little difference in the h¢ between thermal energies

I and 10 keV (according to ICRP 21), a single value of h¢ can be applied to the total _ in this
II region. This suggests that only one EI is needed below 0.01 keV, and consequently, that a

quantification of the total number of neutrons below 0.01 keV is adequate. Only in

I specialized situations do radiation environments contain neutrons above 15 MeV (e.g.,accelerators and similar devices), therefore, a single EI is ali that is needed from 1 to
15 MeV. A single h¢ can then be applied to neutrons in this EI. Also, by dividing the

I 10 keV to 1 MeV region into two segments, 10 keV to 100 keV and 100 keV to 1 MeV,we can improve the spectrometric resolution in this region where the change in h¢ is the
greatest. This also allows application of a separate h¢ to the _ in each segment. Thus, we

I have demonstrated that by strategically defining the Els one can preform Ugood° neutrondosimetry with a four-interval neutron spectrum. Recall a correction factor derived from
9-to-3 in. ratios (a two point measurement) has historically been applied to albedo

i dosimeters for energy corrections (Griffith et al. 1979).
What are the areas of greatest need? Are we poised on the brink of a breakthrough in

i neutron dosimetry? There are still a few ominous problems that must be overcome beforebubble detector becomes a "household word* and full blown application of this technology
becomes practical in the real world of neutron detection and dosimetry. Some areas of
greatest need include

I 1. storage of the digitized image for a permanent record of the number bubbles in the
detector, i.e., like a glow curve;

mm 2. a reduction in the cost of detectors, which is coming down and will continue as demand
lm increases;

3. accumulation of performance data to reinforce acceptance of this new technology by the
rank and file in the dosimetry community (this will come with use);

I application, i.e., and photons;
4. broadened for extremities

5. a low cost reader (the latest generation available from BTI goes for about s35,000);
6. advancement towards overcoming the temperature dependence barrier and its affects onlira

1 R(E) (advances are being made in this area);
II

7. reduction in size and the geometry of the container to be more conducive to reading and
to accommodate the use of multiple detectors in a compact holder; and

I 8. a definitive model explaining bubble formation.

I 6.2 CLOSING REMARKS

The goal of every dosimetrist should be to provide the most accurate dosimetry possible,

I utilizing every means within his or her ability to do so. With the probable increase of theneutron quality factor and the push within the DOE to reduce the current annual dose
equivalent limit for radiation workers from 50 mSv to 20 mSv, the ability to provide accurate

I neutron dosimetry at levels that are typically encountered in the workplace (i.e., 0.1 to

!
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0.5 mSv per quarter) becomes increasing critical. The history of past Personnel Dosimetry

Intercomparison Studies (PDIS) conducted by the DOSAR group at ORNL, indicates that, I
of the dosimetry systems currently employed, scarce will be those adept enough to weather
the impending storm (Sims and Dick.son 1985). Although BD technology does not yet offer n

the perfect dose equivalent device, what technology does? With the anticipated n
improvements aimed at remedying its weaknesses, this technology threatens to surpass

w

anything currently available, or that is foreseeable in the near future for quick, simple, and
inexpensive neutron spectral and dosimetric measurements. It accurately measures the I
neutron dose equivalent received from both known and unknown neutron spectra J

encountered in the workplace without the necessity of an a priori knowledge of the spectra.
Utilizing bubble detector technology, one can improve the quality of neutron dosimetry. If II
development and application continue at their present pace, bubble detector technology may II

become for the applied health physicist/dosimetrist what the microwave has become for the
bachelor, a quick and simple means to achieving a practical end. am

II
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I Appendix

I THE SPECTRAL NEXUS: UNDERSTANDING THERELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RESPONSE FUNCTIONS
AND NEUTRON SPECTRA
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I The common practice of primarily employing the as the identifying feature
average energy

of a neutron spectrum is, though unintentional, often misleading. Because the response
curve of most dosimeters is drastically different from that of the h,, it becomes very difficult

I for current dosimeters to measure the neutron dose equivalent of an unknown or mixed
neutron field. One of the underlying difficulties stems from the rapid decrease in h, from
1 to 0.01 MeV. As the incident neutron energy decreases from 1 to 0.01 MeV, an

I increasingly larger number of neutrons is required to produce the same biological effect.The difference in h, in this region is as great as a factor of 33, from 9.9 pSv-cm2 at .01 MeV
to 327 pSv-cmz at 1 MeV. Consequently, the same dose equivalent produced by 33 0.01

I MeV neutrons would require only a single 1 MeV neutron.

Dosimetrists rarely deal with monoenergetic neutron exposures. More typically the

I neutron fields encountered are unknown and polyenergetic. The exigency of this situationdictates that careful consideration of the entire spectrum is necessary. Unfortunately, and
to the demise of many investigators, this importance is frequently minimized. Such

I minimization is often done for the sake of simplification. But, this oversimplification canspawn unwarranted inferences, contribute to the development of erroneous or false models,
and inhibit the formulation of valid explanations for observed phenomena. Case in point.

I Ipe et al. conducted a series of experiments for the purpose of assessing the energy
dependence of the BD-100 (Ipe, Busick, and Pollock 1988). The BD-100 and BD-100R are
synonymous, therefore, BD-100R will be used for the remainder of this work (Pollock 1989).

I average energies (given MeV) sources Ipe et experiments are
The in of the used in the al.

4.5 for 239puBe,2.3 for PuB, 2.15 for 252Cf,0.9 for PuF, and 0.5 for PuLi. The data acquired
by Ipe et al. appear to indicate that an increase in the BD-100R sensitivity is to be expected

I as the incident neutron decreases. Since the energies fall well within the flat
energy average

region of the BD-100R response curve (i.e., the region above 150 keV, see Fig. 2.2.1),
would it not seem reasonable, upon cursory examination, to expect the BD-100R response

I to be more or less identical for each of these sources? There must be a logical explanationfor the increase in sensitivity observed by Ipe et al. Obtaining such cognizance requires a
more in-depth look into what is actually occurring.

I Let us consider the interrelationships of the BD-100R R(E), h,, and the spectral shape
as we try to understand the organic nexus existing between these elements and the observed

I phenomena.

Response Curve and hl,

I First note that, because the sensitivity of the BD-100R is the same for ali neutrons above
150 keV, in this region the BD-100R responds more like a fluence device than it does a

I dose equivalent device. A simple illustration may help realize this point. Consider aBD-100R that receives 0.5 mSv (50 torero) from three monoenergetic neutron beams of
energies E 1 = 5.0 MeV, E2 = 2.76 MeV, and E3 = 513 keV. Based on an h, of 408 pSv-cm2

i for E1 and E2 and 203 pSv-cm2 for E.3,the fluences required to induce 0.5 mSv are 1.23 x106 cm "2for E1 and E2 and 2.46 x 106 cm"2for Ea. Given a sensitivity of 1 bubble-10 ttSv"1
(1 bu mrem1) when calibrated to 23_PuBe, the sensitivity at ali three energies is 4 x
10"5bu-cm 2. Therefore, 49 bubbles would be produced by a 0.5 mSv dose equivalent

delivered by neutrons of E I (5.0 MeV) and _ (2.76 MeV) and 99 bubb!_s by 0.5 mSv of

!
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Ea (513 keV) neutrons. Inferentially, for neutrons above 150 keV the response or the BD- mm

100R reflects the number of neutrons traversing the device rather than the dose equivalent !1
delivered by the neutrons, i.e., fluence indication.

Spectral Nexus I

The implication of this phenomena becomes even more complex when attempting to
detect an integral dose equivalent delivered by impinging neutrons that are polyenergetic, lm
i.e., a spectrum. When measuring the same dose equivalent delivered from two different II
spectra, the r_ponse of the BD-100R will be more pronounced for the spectrum with the

larger fluence above 150 keV, regardless of the spectrum's average energy. I

Analysis of the response function of the BD-100R and a plot of the neutron energy
spectra for 238PuBe and unmoderated 2S2Cf(average energies of 4 MeV and 2.15 MeV,
respectively) will illustrate this distinction more clearly, i.e., Fig. A.1. Inspection of the II
spectra after normalization to a 0.01 mSv (1 mrem) fluence equivalent reveals that the
unmoderated _2Cf spectrum contains a greater number of neutrons in the energy region am
that corresponds to the fiat segment of the BD-100R response curve than does the 2aSPuBe |
spectrum; ergo a greater sensitivity to unmoderated 252Cfthan 2aSPuBe. Another attribute
that will influence the BD-100R's response is the width of the spectrum, i.e., broad verses Iii
narrow. |

The source spectra used in the Ipe et al. study, excluding 239puBeand unmoderated 252Cf,
characterized by fairly narrow neutron energy distributions. With each decrease in iiare

average energy a corresponding increase in the total number of neutrons or fluence is
required to produce the same dose equivalent. Therefore, when measuring the same
delivered dose equivalent as the average energy decreases, an increase in response would m
be expected.

Although the average energy of unmoderated ZS2Cf(2.15 MeV) is only slightly lower than
that of PuB (2.3 MEV), the difference in spectrum shape is significant. A larger fraction of II

the broad fission spectrum lies between 150 kev and 1 MeV than does the more narrow
PuB spectrum. It is this greater number of neutrons per unit dose equivalent above 150 keV II
that contributes the increase h-asensitivity for this broad unmoderated 252Cfspectrum, a II
more stark increase even than would be expected from a more narrow spectrum (like the
other sources used by Ipe et al.) with identical average energy. The response to a 239puBe II
spectrum (4.5 Mev average energy) would be even less than that to _PuBe, therefore the |
increase in response to unmoderated 252Cfobserved by Ipe et al. would appear even more

pronounced. I
Thus, spectral differences manifest themselves as deviations or variations in the response

of the BD-100R when used to measure dose equivalent from a spectrum other than the I
calibration spectrum, i.e., the response is spectrum dependent. A similar, yet more il
pronounced effect is experienced by ali current neutron dosimetry techniques.

!
!
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i Fig. A.1 The BD-100R R(E) and 241AmBe and 2s2Cf(unmod)spectra normalized to 0.01 mSv.
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When a Sv Is Not a Sv

Because the variations in a detector's response depend on the differences between the
measured and calibration spectra, the response of the BD-100R or any other detector may ii
be quantified for any spectra by obtaining reference spectral information and folding it into

m

the response function. This provides both a spectrum specific sensitivity and an answer to
the question of how much the response can be expected to vary from one spectrum to I
another. This has been accomplished for eleven radioisotopic neutron sources obtained from

I

the literature as noted in Table A.1. The sources are 252Cfmoderated and unmoderated by

D20 [252Cfand 252Cf(unmod)], 244CmBe, 24lAmB, 241AmBe, 241AmF, 241AmLi,zagPuBe, I23SPuBe, Z_PuC, and _-'_PuF. The derived source sensitivities and dosimetric conversion
conventions calculated are the next topic of discussion.

li

Predicted Sensitivities in Several Radioisotopie Spectra

Various investigators have published spectra for these sources. For the sake of Jl
comparison, values were calculated for different spectra of the same radioisotopic neutron il
source. A graph of the published spectrum was imaged and digitized using a video camera,
digitizing board, and imaging software. The image was calibrated in both the x and y plane am
in concurrence with the axis of reference. Then points were selected along the curve II
representing the spectrum providing an x-y coordinate corresponding to the selected point.
This information was exported to a spreadsheet for manipulation. Computations based on li
In-In interpolation were preformed to determine the relative abundance of the neutrons in |
each spectrum from 0.025 eV to 15 MeV broken down into 20 keV intervals. To normalize
the spectra to a single neutron, the value for each 20 keV interval was divided by the total li

number of neutrons for each reference spectrum (i.e., the sum of ali the EIs); ergo, each I
spectrum represents the relative abundance or the fraction of single source neutron broken
down into 20 keV intervals. The ICRP 21 h,, BD-100R R(E), and TLD-600 R(E) were also
entered into the spreadsheet and interpolated over the corresponding 20 keV EIs. The h, ll
was folded into each spectrum, i.e., the h, of each 20 keV ICRP 21 interval was multiplied

m

by the _ of its corresponding spectrum interval. Because the spectrum is representative of
the distribution of a single source neutron, the summation of these EI dose equivalents I
provides the dose equivalent per each neutron emitted from the source. This is commonly

J

known as the spectrum averaged ICRP 21 fluence-to-dose equivalent conversion factor.
Dividing each 20 keV interval by this spectrum averaged h, yields a spectrum that, when the I
h, is applied, yields 0.01 mSv, i.e., a 0.01 mSv (1 torero) normalized spectrum. This

II

procedl,re was followed for each of the sources under investigation. The response of a
deter.mr can then be estimated by folding the detectors R(E) into the 0.01 mSv normalized li
spectrum. This yields a calculated source specific sensitivity in detector response per ml

0.01 mSv (mrem). The source specific sensitivities of the TLD-600 and the BD-100R were
calculated for each of the available spectra. The results of these calculations are provided _l
in Table A.1. In addition to the source specific sensitivities, the calculated fluence and dose |
equivalent weighted average energies and spectrum averaged fluence-to-dose equivalent
conversion factors are provided. I1

U

!
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Table A.1. Calculated values of E(O), E(/0, ht and BD-100R response for
several radioisotopic neutron sources

l  (Hy
e IOOR

Sourcej Reference (MEV) (kieV) (lfr" Sv-cna_) (mR/n_em) (bu/n_rem)

I 23SPuBe Kozlov 5.1 5.12 4.08 0.38 0.94238PuBe(iow)b Kozlov 4.86 4.94 4.01 0.42 0.96

241ArnBe Capgras 4.73 4.82 4.01 0.42 0.97

I 239puBe 4.63 4.73 3.99 0.43 0.97
Capgras

UlAmBe(low)b Capgras 4.56 4.73 3.93 0.46 0.99

Z39puBe(low)b Capgras 4.5 4.67 3.93 0.46 1.00

I U4CmBe Capgras 4.5 4.65 3.94 0.46 0.99
PuC Lorch 4.48 4.48 4.09 0.46 0.95

I 244CmBe(Iow)b Lorch 4.25 4.54 3.8 0.38 1.03AmBe ISO 4.15 4.52 3.73 0.52 1.03

PuC(low) b Loreh 3.72 3.8 3.97 0.56 1.00

I Cf(unmod) Lorch 2.81 2.86 3.93 0.48 1.03Arab Lorch 2.76 2.78 4.00 0.57 1.01

AraB ISO 2.73 2.79 3.96 0.54 1.02

I AraB(low)b Lorch 2.72 2.76 3.96 0.56 1.02Cf(unm,, ')(low)b Lorch 2.44 2.61 3.68 0.68 1.1

Cf(unmod) ISO 2.14 2.47 3.35 0.85 1.2

I PuF Anderson 1.63 1.67 3.64 0.77 1.14
AmF Lorch 1.61 1.63 3.69 0.75 1.12

AmF(Iow) b Lorch 1.47 1.54 3.5 0.84 1.18

I PuF(low) b Anderson 1.44 1.56 3.36 0.91 1.23
PuF Massand 1.4 1.47 3.43 0.88 1.21

I PuF(low)b Massand 1.4 1.47 3.43 0.88 1.21Cf(D20 ) ISO 0.546 2.22 0.926 6.38 1.25

AmLi Werle 0.459 0.625 1.7 2.69 2.06

I AmLi(low) b Werle 0.439 0.624 1.66 2.75 2.05

a The data for ali spectra, except those from ISO, were obtained from a digitized image of each spectrum

I from the referenced literature.b The fluence in the low energy range was estimated by extrapolating linearly from the value at the lowest
available energy to zero at E = 0 MeV according to ISO/DIS 8529 Annex A (ISO/DIS !986).

i c E(_) is the fluence weighted average energy.'/E(H) is the dose equivalent weighted average energy defined by ISO/DIS 8529 Sect. 3.19 (ISO/DIS
1986).

I e ], was derived in the manner described by ISO/DIS 8529 Sect. 3.18 using ICRP 21 h,.YThe BD-100R response was determined by folding a 0.01 mSv (1 torero) normalized spectrum of each
source into the response function (R(E)) of the BD-100R.

l
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Source-Specific Correct_n Factors lm
II

These calculated sensitivities can then be applied to produce correction factors as
follows-

C=St/Sc, (A.1) I

where

St = sensitivity to spectrum being measured (bu mSvX),
Sc = sensitivity to calibration spectrum (bu mSvl). I

The calibration factors are applied to the reported dose equivalent result H_,

H,.=bu,Sc" (A.2) I

where I
bu = number of bubbles in the detector.

The variation in the sensitivity of the bubble detector to the test and calibration spectra li
is corrected for by using this equation,

Ul

Uc=Cj,U, " (A.3) I

where IHc = corrected dose equivalent response (mSv),
C, = correction factor for the spectrum of interest,
Hr = raw response in mSv to the spectrum of interest.

B
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